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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"Throughout the Andes eight out of ten people are
Indians.

,

They are the destiny of Ecuador, Peru and

Bolivia--but also a national burden •••• nl

The problems

presented by this group are of primary importance, not
only because the Indians represent such a large percentage
of the population but also because factors such as modern
communications make the indigent aware of his own misery
as well as of the vast well-being which other groups enjoy.
As novelists of Peru and Ecuador turn to examine national
problems, their works provide us with new, amplified
insight.

Although their interpretations may seem exag-

gerated, they may be considered as representa tive of the
thought or ideology of social reformers of those areas.
Integral to the modern novel of social protest is
the account of the role of the large landholder, the village priest, and the cholo or person of mixed blood in
their relations with the Indian.

Just as these three

social types dominate Latin American society during the
colonial and Independence periods, so do they play a
leading role in the contemporary social novel.
lJohn Collier, Jr. and An{bal Buitr6n, ~Awakening
Valley (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1949),
p. 2.

2

Although pre-Columbian conditions are a factor,
these three social types are largely the result of Spanish
colonial policy or conditions.

The role into which they

evolved was, in most cases, perpetuated in the national
period with little or no change or modification.
The large landholder is a product of colonial policy.
Conquered lands were often divided among Spaniards by the
Castilian crown in return for participation in the conquest.
After Independence, this concentration of lands in the hands
of a privileged few was aggravated by the "laissez-faire"
philosophy of the new governments.

In their efforts to

break with the paternalistic tradition, Indian communal
lands (sometimes maintained during the colonial epoch) were
divided among the inhabitants.

Because the Indians did not

comprehend the new system of private land ownership, those
who had been the powerful colonial landholders had the means
to acquire vast new properties.2
The village priest, personal representative of the
Roman Catholic Church on the local level, was one of the
corner-stones of Spanish colonial society.

Because he

was instrumental in the processes of colonization of new
territories and in the acculturation of their pre-Colum-

2Robert Alexander, Today's Latin America (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1962), pp.
108-109.

3
bian inhabitants, the priest often maintained extensive
spiritual and, sometimes, economic power--even after the
Independence movement.3
The cholo or mestizo is the social or racial result
of the process of amalgamation of the two cultures, the
Spanish and the indigenous.

Because he was usually the

product of an unofficial union, the cholo lacked status
as either a European or Indian.

He owned no land, received

little legal consideration, and--in the first years of the
Conquest--could receive no religious orders.4
The role of the Indian and of national social

,

problems in the literatures of Ecuador and Peru was minor
for many years.

Except for the works of Fray Bartolome de

las Casas (Brev{sima relaci(n de la destrucci~n de las
Indias, 1552), Garcilaso el Inca (Comentarios reales, 1609)
,~

and Alonso de Ercilla y Zuniga (La araucana, 1569), under
Spanish rule the figure of the Indian was largely ignored
in colonial letters.5

Because of the Independence

movement and the resulting anti-Spanish sentiment, citi-

3Ibid., pp. 217-225.
4Bailey W. Diffie, Latin American Civilization:
Colonial Period (Harrisburg, Pa.: The Telegraph Press, 1947),
p. 207.

_,
5concha Mel,nde~ La novela indianista en Hi~anoamerica (1832-1889) (Rio Piedras: Ediciones de-ra U: versidad de Puerto Rico, 1961), p. 19.

4
zens of the new nations turned to what remained of their
ancient pre-Columbian culture.

Prominent statesmen such

as Simtn Bolfvar even went so far as to suggest the
establishment of a government in the form of a constitutional monarchy "governed by an emperor descended from
the Incas."6

This interest was, however, superficial.

Even in the national period, many 1v.riters continued
looking to Europe as an example for remodeling their
countries; the Indian was generally ignored.
The widespread acceptance in Latin America during
the nineteenth century of the novela indianista, any work
looking sympathetically upon the Indian and his way of
life, was brought about by the great literary influence
of France.

With the advent of Romanticism in that country,

the philosophy of the noble savage had two main characteristics: "the utopic interpretation of indigenous life in
America before the Conquest and the existence of a
philanthropic emotion 1ihen dealing with the Indian."?
In the tradition of Chateaubriand and Rousseau,

6Harold Eugene Davis, Latin American Social Tho~ht:
The History of Its Development Since Indettendence, Wit
&erected Readfngs-(washington, D.C.: Thehiversity Press
of Washington, D.C., 1961), p. 15.

7Mel~ndez, ~· cit., p. 38. The translation of this
citation, as well as tnat of all subsequent ones, is the
work of the author of this thesis.

both of whom believed in the basic goodness of the savage
and in his corruption and ·deformation by society, the
Indian

-v1as

romanticized.

In this way, as the protagonist

of such novels as Cumandf by Juan Le!n Mera of Ecuador
and Guatimozfn by Gertrudis G{mez de Avellaneda of Cuba
and Spain, the Indian was involved in melodramatic love
problems.

Sympathetic interpretations circulated in which

legends were dramatized; native customs were described;
Indian words were incorporated, and the life of the natives
was generally idealized.

Only two authors, Clorinda Matto

de Turner in her work Aves sin nido, and Mercedes Cabello
de Carbonara in Blanca

~,

began to relate vividly the

-

problems of the Indian and his exploitation by various
elements of society.

Senora de Turner 1 s 1vork, called

"the first novel of social recovery,n8 was the antecedent
for later novels of socia l protest on behalf of the
indigenous masses.
In the twentieth century such themes changed greatly.
Under the influence of the Mexican Revolution, the Rus sian
Revolution, the First World War, the Depres sion of 1929,
a nd of naturalism, Freudianism, nationalism, and socialism,
new approaches to social problems were created.

Writers

turned from the ivory-tower existence of the MOdernists

8 Ibid., p. 7.
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towards a new national awareness.

An integral part of

the awakening was an inspection and dissection of the
social and economic ills of the respective countries.
The event which had the greatest immediate effect
on the intellectual currents of the region was the War of
the Pacific {1879- 1883), in which Chile overpowered
/

both Peru and Bolivia.

Humiliated by their defeat,

Peruvian thinkers sought to comprehend the reasons for the
disaster.

Leader of the resulting "literature of disil/

/

lusionment" was Manuel Gonzalez Prada of Peru who left the
battlefield resolved to denounce the moral disorder which
had caused the defeat.9

His criticism, aimed at bringing

about reforms, attacked various traditional institutions.
He bitterly denounced what he considered to be the ills of
his country: conservatism, the intervention of the Church
in government affairs, and gamonalismo:
••• the condition of inequality of the Indian with
respect to the other social classes ••• it signifies
spoliation ••• the connivance of ••• authorities, clergy,
and landholders in exploiting the Indians without
conscience and without scruple.lO

9Lewis Hanke, South America (Vol. II of Modern
Latin America: Continent in Ferment. 2 vols; Princeton,
New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1959), pp.
23-24.
10
Thomas R. Ford, Man and Land in Peru {Gainesville:
The university of Florida Press, 19Sl);-p. 23.

7
He also criticized militarism, ignorance, abuse or
the Indian.

In addition, he made constructive suggestions.

Proclaiming ••• "the moment had arrived :for an examination
o:f conscience, for the planting o:f new seeds for the moral
and physical reconstruction o:f the country, and for her
redemption"ll he initiated a pro-Indian campaign, pleaded
:for the dissemination o:f science and education, freedom
o:f the press, and :feminism.
/

Gonzalez Prada's words reached many o:f the young
students and intellectuals o:f the country.

Much of his

philosophy later influenced the plat:form o:f the interAmerican political party, Alianza Popular Revolucionaria
Americana (APRA}, and its Peruvian counterpart, Partido
Aprista Peruano (PAP), and the program o:f University
Reform.

It also a:f:fected the men who would later become

leading novelists.

I

Gonzalez Prada's criticisms and his

ideas o:f redemption o:f the Indian greatly inspired Ciro
Alegr{a, also o:f Pe~.

They undoubtly played a role in

awakening the social conscience o:f men all over the Andean
region such as the Ecuadorian, Jorge Icaza.
The ideas expressed by modern Latin American
writers have great importance because they are o:ften a
/ 11Eugenio Cha~-Rodr(guez, La literatura :e_olftica de
Gonzalez Prada, ~~riategui y Haya ae la Torre (Mexico:
-Ediciones de Andrea, 1957) ,-p-;--t;I.--

8

reflection of the thought, hol.,..ever exaggerated it may be,
of potentially important sectors of society.

The opinions

or concepts they express may help to explain the action of
emerging groups and personalities.

At the very least,

such works are an exposition of the contemporary problems
of the Andean region.
Two of the most celebrated writers of the

11

novel of

social protest 11 which deals so vividly with national
problems as representated by the large landholder, the
village priest, and the cholo are Jorge Icaza of Ecuador
/

and Giro Alegr{a of Peru.

A comparison of these two is

valid because both center the action of their works in
areas which have wide similarities in geography, clima te,
demography, and history . and thus must deal with similar
economic and social problems.
Generally speaking , the countries of Ecuador and
/

Peru can be compared on three basic points: demographic
composition, history, and geography.

Putting aside the

numerous possible racial divisions or classifications, the
populations of the two nations can be divided into three
main groups which are the pure Indian, the mestizo or
cholo, and the unmixed European.

Although censuses are

infrequent and not too reliable, it is estimated tha t both
countries are nearly half Indian and that few persons of
"pure" European heritage remain.

The explanation of this

9

composition is found in the study of the historical
evolution of the area.
According to an Incan legend, on an island in the
middle of Lake Titicaca a man and a woman were created by
the sun; from this pair were derived the people that made
up the later Incan civilization. 12 Centered in the
Peruvian highland, the culture grew until it extended
southward to middle Chile, to the location of modern
~

Tucuman, and northward to the present northern border of
Ecuador.

By the time of the Spanish conquest by Francisco

Pizarro in 1534, by means of military and agricultural
conquest, the empire covered a territory so large that
only through the frequent presence of the Inca himself in
Quito was central authority maintained.13

With the fifteenth

century, when the empire reached its height, there existed
a centralized, largely homogeneous society with a huge but
efficient economic and administrative machinery, a vast
communication network consisting of bridges, highways, and
high mountain paths, and a high culture with a developed
religion, an advanced arithmetical and statistical system,

~ 12Louls Baudin, La vida cotidiana_en el tiem~o de

los ultimos Incas (Buenos Aires: Llbrer!a~acnete,.A7;
~9, p.

27.

1 3Preston James, Latin America (third edition; New
York: The Odyssey Press, 1959), p. 162.
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and achievements in astronomy, agriculture (irrigation,
terracing, fertilizers), cartography, and medicine. 1 4
The Spanish conquest, facilitated by a civil war
between Indian factions, had varied effects.

In numerous

ways previously existing Indian institutions were merely
superficially modified by European forms.

Central

authority was now concentrated in the person of the
Castilian monarch (represented on the regional level by the
viceroy), the priest class was perpetuated in the form of
Roman Catholic clerics, and the rural mass remained submerged and ignorant, guided and protected (ideally) by the
benevolent paternalism of the Spanish crown and the
ecclesiastics.

Where economic activities were previously

aimed at supporting the Inca and his indi genous state,
they later evolved into the function of supplying raw
materials for exportation as defined by the European
theories of mercantilism.
Even t he system of landholding was not greatly
affected by the Spanish consolidation.

In reality there

was little private ownership (as we know it) in pre-Columbian days.

Lands were cultivated for the sun, the Inca,
or for the common good. 1 5 When the Crown granted the
14Baudin, ~· cit., pp. 115-194.
lSJ. Alden Mason, The Ancient Civilizations of Peru
(Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, Ltd:;-1957), pp. 176-178.

11

conquerors and explorers huge tracts or encomiendas, the
Indians served as the labor supply.

Minimal basic needs

of the people were met, just as they had been under Inca
rule.
With the coming of greater numbers of Spaniards,
the inevitable result was the racial fusion of the Indian
and European groups--the product of which was the mestizo
or cholo.

Gradually a social pyramid was developed.

At

the top were found those of pure, unmixed European blood;
the amount of Indian and, beneath the Indian, Negro blood,
increased in descending order.

Despite widespread mixing,

colonial society became increasingly aware of racial
heritage.

So rigorous was the classification that in

Mexico during the colonial era the mestizo class alone was
subdivided into sixteen groups.l6
Because of geographic and transportation factors,
there evolved a pattern of settlement which consisted of
numerous towns and villages with few inhabitants in between,
isolated almost entirely from the capital city which
the only link with the outside world.

wa~

This localism was

characterized by isolation, illiteracy, and conservatism.
With Independence, these settlements became the birthplace

16Henry Bamford Parkes, A History Q! Mexico (third
edition; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960), p. 116.

12
of hundreds of local caudillos, or strong men, who were to
plague this region for decades to come.
As the new-born nations began striving to establish

themselves after the last of the battles of the Independence, it became increasingly evident that what had taken
place was merely a transfer of power from the peninsular
or European born in Spain to the criollo or European born
in the New World.

Relatively little social revolution bad

occurred; the traditional social and economic structure
remained intact.

What had taken place was the creation of

a vacuum as far as authority was concerned:

"Not only had

the recognized symbol of authority disappeared, but no
other all-embracing, unquestioned, and fully accepted
authority came to take its place."l7
From the gaining of Ecuadorian independence in 1830
to the dictatorship of Gabriel Garc{a Moreno, governments
rotated in rapid succession.

Presidents and cabinet

ministers were elected and constitutions were promulgated,
yet instability reigned, even into the 20th century.
/

In Peru, the loss of controls by the Spanish crown
caused an accentuation of gamonalismo and greater exploitation of the Indian.

With the easy money gained in the

mining of nitrate, scandal and corruption were rampant.

17Frank Tannenbaum, Ten KeyG to .Latin America (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962}; p. 7.

13
Due to the negligence of national leaders, the nation suffered humiliating defeat at the hands of Chile in the War
of the Pacific (1879-1883).

Stability under dictatorships

brought superficial improvements such as highways, irrigation, mining, and railroads, yet outside the capital or
industrialized areas conditions remained the same.
Isolated localism kept the majority of the population of
the two nations on the periphery, submerged in the same dull
misery which had pursued it for hundreds of years.

Chaos,

localism, bossism, persistent power struggles, and
depressed masses of the population abounded.l8
In addition to demographic and historical features,
both countries have numerous geographical similarities.
In discussing the geography of his country, Leopoldo
Benites exclaimed,

11

Ecuador is a geographic drama. ttl9

There are few countries in the world which can boast of
such pronounced extremes; both topography and vegetation
have been contributing factors in the shaping of the
evolution of the two countries.
Simplifying greatly, the two can be divided into
four principal areas: the coastal range, the Andean high18Hanke, ~· ~., pp. 15-2~.

~9Leopoldo Benites Vinueza, Ecuador: drama ~ t?radoja (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6'mlca, 1950), p.
•

lands, the rainy eastern slopes (the oriente), and the wet
tropical plains (the montana).

Although in both cases the

coastal region has become the economic, commercial, and
social center, it is the highlands which most concerns us
because this region is the focus of the works by Icaza and
Alegr{a.
In the Ecuadorian Andes are located ten intermont
basins which are dominated by active volcanos and grassy

,

paramos--a region covered with deep grasses and located
just below the snow lines of the mountain ranges which is
the highest, coldest part of the sierra inhabited by man.
The habitable valleys or hoyas of the area constitute only
three-eighths of the region--yet they are the homeland of
more than seventy-five per cent or the nation's inhabitants.20

The soroche, the mountain sickness Which causes

nausea and weakness, and the almost persistent wind make
the climate

di~~icult.

Much the same environment exists

~

in Peru, except that the more variable climate with its
wet and dry seasons produces bunch grasses known as puna.
Within the high intermont basins

o~

Ecuador and the broad,

~

high-level valleys of Peru is located the majority of the
Indian population.

It is a conservative, stable group,

living off subsistence agriculture and, because or its
20Albert B. Franklin, Ecuador: Portrait of a People
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,

1943), p. 8.
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geographic and cultural isolation, existing almost
completely outside the mainstream of national life. 21

-

_,..

In comparing the ideology contained in the novels
of the two authors--Jorge Icaza and Giro

Alegr~--particu

lar works have been chosen with a definite purpose in
mind.

The most famous or earliest work of each is

compared with a later one in order to explore the possibility of the authors' changing their concept of or
attitude towards the large landholder, the village priest,
or the cholo. Huasipungo (1934) 22 and Huairapamushcas

z

(1948)23 by Icaza are compared to El mundo ~ ancho
ajeno
(1939) 24 and Los perros hambrientos (1942) 25 by Alegr~.
After tracing and establishing the opinions of the
two men, a comparison will be made between the accounts
of the three social types in their respective countries.
It should be pointed out that no attempt will be made to
21James,

~· ~.,

pp. 142-203.

~

~
Jorge Icaza, Huasipungo (segunda edicion;
Buenos
Aires: Editorial Losada, S.A., 1960).

23Jorge Icaza, Huairapamushcas {Hijos del Viento)
(segunda edici6n; Quito: Editorial Casa de la CUltura
Ecuatoriana, 1962}.
2

~iro Alegrfa, El mundo ~ ancho z.. ·jjeno {edicic;-n
octava; Mexico: Editorial Diana, S.A., 196~ •
25ciro Alegr~, Los perros hambrientos (Lima: Ediciones Nuevo Mundo, 1964J;
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evaluate the portrayals of the authors or to determine
their validity.
will be made.

In this sense, only a descriptive analysis

By so doing, the general attitude of young

liberals of this century towards the three dominant
elements of their societies is revealed.

CHAPTER II
THE LANDOWNER

Land has always played a primary role in the destiny
of Peru and ECuador.

Its importance can be traced from

early Inca imperialism to the philosophies of modern
political parties in the area.
The present agrarian conditions are a direct result
of factors existing in the pre-Conquest period.

Research

indicates that there existed five types of landownership:
1) the ayllu lands;

2) the public lands of the Incas;

3) the lands of the Sun (church);

4>

the private lands of
the Incas; and 5) those of curacas or the local nobility. 26
Apparently there existed no true concept of private ownership; the tribes and heads of fRmilies were allotted a

certain portion, but their only rights were those of
wol."king the plot and reaping the harvest from it.
such efforts, community cooperation prevailed.27

In all

Indi-

viduals were a part of the ayllu, a social group of a
religious, economic, and family character described by
Baudin as ••• "an indigenous social nucleus ••• the solidarity

26Diffie, 2£• cit., p. 75.
27Ford, loc

ill•
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of which was engendered by real or ficticious family ties
among its members or by communal working of the land."28
Essential to the understanding of social and land
pattern& is knowledge of the role of the individual
Indian under the Inca realm.

Pre-Conquest society was

highly stratified; those of higher rank or wealth dominated

11

the plebeian mass."29

In housing, diet, labor,

medical care, and education, great differences existed.
The Indians, sick from excessive labor, oppressed and
exploited by the oligarchy and the priest class, and
caught up by a sense of monotony, sadness, and tragedy,
sought refUge in alcohol and coca!:
From marriage to death little interfered with the
monotonous routine of the Peruvian commoner. .The..man
tilled his fields and those of the church and the
state, possibly did a tour of duty in the army or the
mines, enjoyed his more or less regular trips to the
market, and the less regular celebrations on the
occasion of one of the events in the lives of the
children of the family, when he was probably allowed
to get gloriously drunk with chicha beer.30
The Spanish attitude toward land can be traced from
the early days of the Reconguista--the winning back of the
Iberian

~eninsula

from the Moors.

28Baudin, ~·

£11.,

Conquered areas were

p. 48.

29Juan Beneyto Perez, Historia social de Esp~a ~
de Hispanoamerica (Madrid: Aguilar, 1961), p. 290.
30Mason, op. cit., p. 152.
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divided into large estates in reward for service in the
name of the Crown; the new owners were the virtual political and economic masters of the people who happened to be
dwelling there.

The system was carried over to newly

conquered areas, specifically Majorca and the Canary
Islands.

Thus, there existed an established pattern of

land distribution when Columbus discovered the New World.31
Immigration policy set down by the Castilian Crown
and the character of the conquistadores were also fundamental to the development of the present a grarian situation.
The Spanish Crown basically favored immigration to the New
World by Castilians; later those from E2tremadura and
Andalucia were also permitted to go.

This monopoly served

to restrict Basques, Galicians, and Catalans--those groups
on the Iberian Peninsula most noted for their thrift,
industry, and astuteness.3 2 The Spaniards that did arrive
displayed a curious admixture of 'Medieval and Renaissance
traits, just as Spain did in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries.

They scorned manual labor, trade, and organized

commercial enterprise, while hungering for adventure,

3lniffie, ~· cit., pp. 58-59.
32Irving A. Leonard, Baroque Times in Old MexicoSeventeenth Centurt Persons, Places, and ~ctrCes (Ann
Arbor: The Uriivers ty of Michigan PreSB; 1959), p. 39.

20

excitement, greater knowledge, and new £rontiers.33

The

conclusion may be drawn, then, that to a greater or lesser
extent, the first wave of Spaniards coming to the New
World sought ephemeral excitement, glory, and wealth.
Many desired to return to Spain as wealthy men; few came
as colonists, seeking to work and develop the new lands.
The passivity, inertia, and traditional su£fering
of the Indian under the Inca greatly facilitated both the
Conquest itself and the subjugation by the Europeans.
Just as the land had previously been controlled by the
oligarchy and the priesthood (under the Incas), so did the
Spanish impose their own equivalent groups.
tribute were again exacted.

Labor and

The Indians had merely

changed masters.
Contrary to popular belief, the encomienda did not
give rights to the land itself.

Furthermore, it was a

political and administrative unit as well as an economic
one.

Although the encomendero was obligated to collect

royal tribute and Christianize the Indians, according to
the Crown the latter were to retain possession o£ the land.
Land was also distributed under a system of direct
grants or realengos.

These tracts, given away outright,

3~riano Pic6n-Salas, A Cultural History of Spanish
America, trans. Irving A. Leonard (Berkeley: The University
of California Press, 1962), p. 71.
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sold, or auctioned-off, were often later found to belong
to the Indians.

New landowners rarely restored the

erroneously acquired property, and the Indian remained the
loser.
Abuses against the Indians grew to be so widespread
that the Crown, in 1542, issued the New Laws.

Fearing

competition on the part of the powerfUl encomenderos, the
monarch legally abolished the encomienda.

So violent was

the reaction, however, that the system was given new
recognition.
The net result was that over the years the lando~~ers

acquired more extensive power, authority, and land

holdings--in spite of the intricate legal proceedings
which took place in the Spanish court.

The individual

explorers and conquistadores felt that they had performed
a service to the Crown and that they should be justly
rewarded.

Difficulties in Christianizing the natives,

greater efficiency, and colonization brought about by the
encom1enda system also lent strength to their arguments.
Aoove all, it was the great expanse -of ocean separating
the authority and the individual colonists which brought
about the disparity between the orders of the Spanish
Cro~m

and their realization in Spanish America.
As time passed, there was a notable tendency for

large estates to absorb the smaller ones and to take over

22

village lands.

Greater concentration in the hands of a

few individuals caused an "aristocratic" landholding class
to be formed.

Humanitarian ideals were sacrificed for

expediency; the fate of the Indian mass came to rest with
this all-powerful group.
To solidify their position, the landholders established the tradition of making the encomiendas, which by
this time were synonymous with land ownership, hereditary.
Although at first they were granted only for the lifetime
of the holder, they later became the property of all succeeding generations.
The Crown continued to make stumbling efforts at
controlling and legalizing the land situation.

In

1571,

a series of surveys were made and titles called composiciones were issued.

The central authority declared that

unclaimed lands, bald!os, no longer existed--thus reenforcing the landholders' claims and depriving the Indians.
The latter group usually remained on the land but lacked
any rights.
When the Crown finally effectively abolished the
encomienda in the eighteenth century, she did so only by
granting title to the lands to the same proprietors.

As

smaller tracts and village lands had slowly been absorbed,
the vast majority of Indians had been dispossessed; the alternative was to become a sharecropper.

Essentially these

23
were free men; they had a choice as to residence and
employment.

In reality, however, the ever-accumulating

debt and the attachment to the land imprisoned the native.
The creation of a powerful propertied minority
during the colonial era was brought about by many circumstances.

The most decisive factors were the passivity of

the Indians, their lack of landownership concepts, and the
ineffectiveness of Spanish administration.

If the Cas-

tilian monarch was handicapped by the 3,000 miles of ocean
which separated him from his subjects in the New World,
his authority was further weakened by conflicting authorities (viceroy-audiencia; viceroy-corregidores; civil
authorities-Church), widespread corruption, and an oppressive bureaucracy.~
The seriousness of the agrarian question is
reflected by the concern shown by nineteenth century
Independence leaders.

Both Bolivar and San Martin were pre-

occupied by the land system and the condition of the Indian
population.

It was their hope that a nation of small,

independent farmers would be established.
A decree by Bolivar on April 8, 1824 for the
Peruvian area sought to establish a tradition of private
ownership among the Indians by breaking up the ayllus and
34Diffie, ~·

2ii·•

pp. 59-345 passim.
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giving titles to the resulting divisions to the Indians.
Because of their ignorance, however, the natives were
often deprived of their few remaining lands.35

As Aguilar

stated: nNotice, then, that the Indian not only gained
very little from the Independence movement, but that he
lost the protection which Spanish laws granted h1m."36
This well-intentioned land policy was soon to be
obscured by the hopeless political struggles of the £!Ydillos--or local military strongmen.

Despite some liberal

legislation over the years which sought to rectify the
situation, the oligarchy continued growing and managed to
maintain its strangle-hold•on the nation.

To aggravate

the situation, the Independence movement was not intended
to bring about true social change, but merely to remove
peninsulares--or Spaniards born in Spain--from power and
to supplant them with criollos, American-born

Span~ards.

With the former control exercised by the Spanish
Crown removed, the landholders were ab le to act as they
wished.

So extensive was their influence, as Tannenbaum

points out, that the hacendado or landholder became an
ideal.

The prototype was:

••• a superior being possessed of broad acres and
numerous servants, dominant, domineering, patronizing,

35Ford, op. £!!., pp. 42-46.

36L~is F. Aguilar, Cuestiones ind!Benas (Cuzco:
Tipograf!a de El Comercio, 1922), p. 25.

and paternal, with no restrictions between himself and
the peon on the plantation.37
This author goes beyond a mere criticism of the
stereotyped hacendado to attack the whole system in which
the landowner is instrumental.

The worst crime is that

the system is "an isolating and conservative influence.n38
It prevents the use of improved methods, machinery, or
seeds.

The dependence established between the hacendado

and pe~n discourages change and keeps mobility to a
minimum.

Commercial development, road building, and the

accumulation of capital are retarded.39
The landowner and the system which he symbolizes
are known by many names.

Although meanings vary slightly

from country to country, they are essentially the same.
Latifundista, hacendado, terrateniente, and gamonal (as
they may be called in the Andean region) are often used
interchangeably as are taita (Indian word for god or
/

master), patron,

and~

or boss--the latter group of

appellations used by the Indians.

He is often proud of

his alleged racial purity, cruel in his treatment of the
Indians, despotic, unscrupulous, and eager to use his

37Tannenbaum, 2£.• £!E_., p. 90
38Ib1d., p. 89
39Ibid.
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influence in social and political matters,

ru~hless,

conservative or even reactionary, greedy, violent, and
oppressive.
peruano

z

~

As Mois~ Saenz in his work Sobre el Indio
/

incorporacion al medio nacional stated:

Gamonalismo is an order of things, a social state,
an attitude: it means the condition of inequality of
the Indian with respect to the other social classes of
the country, the extraaocial conditions of which
Mariategui spoke; it is colonization and clericalism
projected through a century of independent life; it
signifies spoliation, neofeudalism; it means the connivance of the social classes of authorities, clergy,
and landholders in exploiting the Indians without
conscience and without scruple.
The landowner often cares little for his property,
preferring to spend his time in the nation's capital or
in the United States or Europe.

He is also oblivious of

the needs or sentiments of the Indians he controls; for him
they are merely a tool which earns revenue to finance his
extravagance.
Following the example of Russian authors and the
/

Generacion de '2ft, a group of Spanish writers after 1898
which dissected their country to discover her ills, emerging writers in 20th century Latin America were often
concerned with fundamental economic problems.

Preoccupied

by the backward condition of the economy, they criticized
gamonalismo or latifundismo as being fundamental to this
retardation.
hacendado

They felt that to rid the area of the

wo~

rid these nations of an anachronistic

social and economic system, unadapted to modern times.
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Writers such as Ciro Alegr(a and Jorge Icaza are
convinced that the

l~ndowner

is wasting valuable national

resources--both material and human.

Through their writings,

by depicting the hacendado in a completely unsympathetic
manner as the scourge o£ their nations, they hope to end
the tolerance o£ that wasteful anachronism.
It is on the subject o£ the landowner or hacendado
that Alegr(a and Ieaza most often concur.

0£ the three

character types, this is the one that both authors are
most anxious to describe and denounce.

Both authors

strive to point out his numerous undesirable, despicable
characteristics.
Early in their works the authors describe the
typical

lando~Tner

as a man who has prostituted himself in

order to obtain his lands.
of El mundo

~

ancho

~

~

Alegr{a describes Don Alvaro

ajeno as the son of a man Who married

with the specific purpose in mind o£ gaining property:

,

Don Alvaro era hijo de don Ganzalo, hombre resuelto,
que gano Umay na.die sab.!a como, en un extrailo juicio
con un convento. Llego cuando la hacienda consistia
en la;Llanura vista y los cerros que la rodeaban.
Despues de un detenido examen, de las herederas de las
hacieJldas vecinas ,, se enamoro ci~amente de Paqui ta
Roldan, heredera Unica, y se caso. Y los bienes de
ambos fueron aumentando.~O
In Huairapamushcas Icaza relates a similar incident:

,

Siempre
£ue lo mismo. Se, dejo arrastrar por
un
,
'vaiven sin orillas, por algun compromiso de ultima

4°The original punctuation will be followed hereafter
without comment.
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/

hora, P.Or bast{odoa intereses.Tambien de muchacho,
aseguro con fr o ciniamo haber viato, incluyendoae en
el grupo de loa escogidos por la Gracia Divina, haber
visto parpardear a la Virgen Dolorosa. De hombre se
hizo liberal por estar a tono con sus amigos de club
y con el c!rculo que gobernaba el pa{s. Defraudo a su
impulso amoroso entregMdose mansamente a "au Carmen
Amelia", que era como decir: a las tierras de la Prov1dencia a la casa de Quito, a los caprichos del viejo
Manuel Pintado.
~

~

Both authors further emphasize the corrupt nature
by describing the wives of the hacendados as either insipid
or unfaithful--as in Huasipunso.

After Alfonso Pereira's

"son" (who in reality is an illegitimate grandson) is born,
1\/

Pereira's wife dona
capital:

Bl~nca

decides to return to the

-

Lo que ansiaba en realidad dona Blanca era volver a
la ciudad, volver a la chismograf{a de sus amigas en
copetadas-mafia de un choler!o presuntuoso y rapaz-,
volver a las novenas de la Vir5en de Pompeya, volver a
las joyas, volver al padre Uzcategui.
The general atmosphere of the haciendas is one of
brutalit~sadness, and hopelessness.

Alegr!a•a portrait

of Cipriano Ram{rez, hacendado of Paucar is typical:
Y cuando los otros perros, celosos, trataban de
zarandearlo, el hacendado empleaba el foete que tenfa
colgado junto a la puerta del escritorio y le serv!;.
para tundir a perros y peones.
Alegr{a points out that the Indians of the Peruvian
mountain region have come to expect only bad treatment,
cruelty, and dishonest dealings from the landowners with
whom they deal:

.

~

-tQuien no conoce onde esos gamonales? Yo,digo que
recordemos ese dicho: "La mucha confianza mato a
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Palomino." La verda ~s que naides esperimenta en
cabeza de otro ••• Lo mas malo se puede aguardar cuando
se trata de gamonales. He visto, he sentido ••• Mi
agii.el~ perdio juicio de aguas que le ganeS" un gamonal.
~Y que iba a hacer el pobre viejo sin la ag~~?
Tuvo
que venderle la tierra a precio regalao •••• ~
One of the systems whi~h most distresses the two
writers is that of debt-peonage.

Through the years, this

institution became an integral part of the hacienda in the
Andean region.

Alegr!a emphasizes that it was not only the

bad treatment and living conditions which broke the will of
the Indians but also the never-ending debt.
pointed out in !!, mundo

~

As Alegr~

ancho ""[_ ajeno:

· conven!a conocer desde adentro el trabajo
haciendas para darse cuenta de su tristeza.
solamente de la explotaci~n sino tambien del
Los pobres colonos parec~an acostumbrados ya
lado, sus deudas no les permit!an librarse.

en las
No proven!a
maltrato.
y, de otro

In addition to outright loans and rentals, the
hacendados have established the tradition of holding shepherds of livestock responsible for each animal.

If one was

lost or killed--whatever the cause--the Indian was held
responsibl~and

the cost of the animal (usually exaggerated)

was added to his forever-increasing debt:
••• Cada doce, cada catorce lunas, llegaba un caporal
con dos o tres indios a contar las ovejas y llevando
sal para el ganado y para ellos. Su~adre cultivaba
una charca de papas y ellos s~lo comfan papas con sal.
Las conservaba en unos hoyos cavados en las laderas
••• Side la cuenta resultaba que faltaban ••• ove-

41Unless forms in dialect are not clear in the context,
they will be left without comment in their original form.
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jas porque se las hab!a comido el zorro o por cualquier c~usa, el caporal las apuntaba en au libreta
como"dano." Hasta silas mataba el rayo era CJ>nsiderado como 11 dano." Su padre, de ese modo, ten{a una
/
"'" tras ano,
deuda que jamas
pod{ a pagar. Trabajaba ano
como hab!an trabajado sus antecesores, y nunca desquitaba. Los aumentos eran apuntados solamente en favor
de la hacienda.

-

As far as the personality of the hacendado is
concerned, both Alegr~ and Icaza strive to make him look
ridiculous by showing his

ex~ggerated

dress and mannerisms.

The example of the trappings of the hacendado in El mundo
es ancho

~

ajeno is a good one:
/

/

••• Sofreno au caballo el patron, siendo imitado por
au segundos. Un tordillo lujosamente enjaezado, brillante de plata en el freno de cuero trenzado, la montura y los estribos, enarcaba el cuello soportando a
duras penas la contenci~n de las riendas. Su jinete,
hombre blanco de mirada dura, nariz aguilena
""' y b!gote
erguido, usaba un albo sombrero de paja, fino poncho
de hilo a rayas blancas Y. azules y pesadas espuelas
tintineantes. Sus acompanante,, modestos empleados~
reaultaban tan opacos junto a el que casi desapareclan.

-

Later, Alegr{a achieves a deeper character portrait of Don
/

Alvaro:
/

/

Don Alvaro esta pulcramente vestido de blanco,
parado a la puerta del escritorio, conversando con
unos hombres de Muncha oue
han 1do por au ganado.
, que nunca, le parece
.
i nsoRosendo lo observa y, mas
lente y llena de arrogancia la impresi~n que dan la
mirada fiera, el negro bi~ote de ~untas erguidas, la
cara blanca
y sat!sfecha, el cuerpo alto y las manoa
,
de ademan autoritario.
Both Alegr{a and Icaza use the technique of showing
the hacendado as a rather ridiculous person full of selfimportance.

Alegr~ shows Don Cipriano as such a man:
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--Paren ••• , paren ••• --lea s;i~ don Cipriano. Y
cuando estuvo a su lado, apunto--: Como dijo Napole~n:
nA enemigo que huye, puente de plata ......
Era costumbre de don Cipriano, a falta de mayores
conocimientos, atribuir a Napole6n todas las frases de
olor b~lico que hao!a aprendido a lo largo de au vida.
As Alfonso Pereira of Huaaipungo rises one night to
investigate a disturbance, he conjures the story he will
tell his friends back in the capital of his bravery:

••. s{. La haz~a oue acababa de realizar. Le parec{a inaudito haberae ievantado a medianoche s~lo para
Qalvar sus semen~eras -cosa y trabajo de indios-.
IAh! Pero au esp1ritu de sacrificio ••• Ten!a para vangloriarse en las charlas de au club, en las reuniones
de taza de choqolate,;en las juntas de la Sociedad de
Agricultorzs· e Y que contar!a en definitiva? Porque
realmente el ••• Bueno ••• Lo opreaor y desconcertante de
la oscuridad de la noche campesina -reino de las almas
en pena-. Exagerarfa en au provecho la bravura de las
bestiaa y lo angustioso de las voces de loa hombres.
Generally, the latifundista is pictured as a rather
uneducated person, having little or no respect for the
benefits of higher learning:

iY nada de estudios! Su quinto anode primaria y a
formar su hogar las muchachas y los hombres al trabajo.
Fu~ un error de mi padre el ilustrar demasiado a mis
hermanos. Necesitamos hombres p~cticos.
In regard to the land, one of the most common
complaints is that the lando,-mer often leaves extensive
tracts uncultivated and uncared for while the nearby
Indiana hunger for land.

Gabriel, the newly-arrived hacen-

dado, is a complete forastero or stranger to the area and
people he comes to claim:

-tQue

sabr~ el forastero de la tierra?
-iDe loa indios?
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.

-tDe los negooios?
/
-~Acaso es neoes~io saber? Para eso es patron.
Para eso es su merce.
The fiercest over-all criticism of the landowners
is their concept of the Indian.

The remarks of Alfonso

Pereira show that, to the landholding class of the Andean
region, the Indian is hardly human.

At best he is merely

a source of labor:
-Los indios se aferran con amor ciego y morboso a
ese pedazo de tierra que se lee presta por el trabajo
que dan a la hacienda. Es m~s, en medio de su ignorancia, lo creen de su propiedad. Usted sabe. All!
levantan la choza, hacen sus pequeilos cultivos, cr{an
a sus animales.
-Sentimentalismo. Debemos veneer todas las difi"'" lQue,
cultades por duras que sean. Los indios ••• tQue?
nos importan los indios? Mejor dicho ••• Deben ••• Deben
impo~tarnos ••• Claro ••• Ellos pueden ser un factor important~aimo en la empresa.
Los brazos ••• El trabajo •••
In fact, Pereira makes constant reference to the
fact that he values his livestock more than the Indians
who have worked his family's land for centuries:
-A mi regreso tengo que encontrar todas las laderas
aradas y sembradas.
,
-Las yuntas no entran en esa inclinaoion del terreno, pes./
-Ya se. Rodar!an los pobres animalea en esa pendiente. Pero para eso son los indios. Con barras,
con picas.
~ndios en toditico eso?
-I Claro!
For Ioaza, this disregard for the Indian and his
well-being is one of the most crucial shortcomings of the
gamonal.

He constantly points out the lack of sufficient

food, shelter, and medical care from which

the ~Indians

suffer.

When

,
Andres
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Oh1liquinga is finally brought down

from the mountain, his foot so infected that he is halfdead, the landowner merely sends over a local curandero or
witchdoctor to treat him instead of providing the proper
medical treatment:
Cuando el agua misterioso estuvo a punto, arraetr6
como un fardo al enfermo junto a1 fog~n, tom~ el pie
hinchado, le arranco la venda y, en la llaga ~e~
repleta de gusanillos y de pus verdosa, estampo un beso
absorbente, vara~, de ventosa. Gritb el herido entre
vehementes convulsionee, pero los labios que chupaban
del curandero se aferraron m~s y m's en au trabajo, no
obstante eentir en las encias, en la lengua, en el
paladar y basta en la garganta, un coequ1llo viscoso
de fetidez nauseabunda, de sabor a espuma podrida de
pantano. Las quejas y espasmos del enfermo desembocaron pronto e~ un grito ensordecedor que le dej6 1nm6/
vil prec1p1tandole en el desmayo. Enton~es la succion
del curandero se hizo m{s f'uej'te y brillo en s~ pupilas un chispazo de triunfo. ~ estaba seguro, el sab~
que en todos los paseos era lo mismo: al salir los demonios estrangulaban la conciencia de la v!ctima.
Icaza is particularly insistent in showing that,
from the time he is s·m all, the landowner 1s taught that it
is his right--as the latifundista--to violate any Indian
woman.

The wet-nurse who is keeping alive the newly-born

grandson of Alfonso Pereira is no exception:
/

••• De pronto recordo ala india nodriia que dorm~a
en el cuarto del rincon, a doe pasos de el. "Carajo •••
Cierto ••• Puedo ..... , se dijo acerc,ndose y pegando la
oreja en la cerradura codiciada. Un leve roncar y un
olorcillo a ropa sucia le inyectaron vehemencias juveniles. Estremecido y_..nervioso se frot6' las m~os.
"Nad i e ••• ~ad,e
i
.., ent onQes.
sab~a- ••• II , .Pens~
=t. y s 1 se
descubre? IQue verguenza! tVerguenza? tPor que? Todos
lo han hecho." Ademas, acaso no estaba acostumbrado
desde muchacho a ver y a comprobar que todas las indias
servicias de las haciendas eran atropelladas, violadas
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y desfloradas
as{ no m{s
por los a.natrones. ~ era un
,
,
patron grande, au merce. Era dueno de todo, de la india tambien.

Again in Huairapamushcas Icaza shows that the
hacendado feels some sort of strange ownership of the
Indians which dwell on his domains:
/

La voz rodo por la ladera con eco de burla vergon-

zosa, 1nconfesable, paralizando el (mpetu del hombre/
por breves momentQs. Una risa hist~rica se le enredo
en los labios. "tPor que? Es longa de mis tierras.

~r:oc~:~ !:;c!:~a~~m~o~~sl~~e~~~s~o~~m~o!o'r~~~~:es,
~~~~.el~;~~ ~~~~r1 ~ev!~~ay1~ 0~~e 1:em~2ri: ~:n!~sc;~;-

jo", surg10" el razonamiento gamonal, el consejo diab&lico del "Sfo, su mere,, patron grande'' que ha.b!a. feoundado en el en pocas semanas.
Both authors also show the hacendado to be cruel iri
smaller, more indirect ways.

Icaza shows Alfonso Pereira

completely disregarding the plight of the infant son of
the wet nurse whom he chooses to care for his new grandson.

The Indian baby is left with a neighbor, and his

mother is forced to attend the new little master:
La nodriza, bien banada -a gusto del patrtn- y con
una enorme· pena oculta y silenciosa por la suerte de
su cr!o, se instalo desde aquella noche al pie de la
cuna. del "n!Iii to." Desgraciadamente no duro muoho. A
las pocas semanas el mayordomo trajo la not1c1a de la
muerte del pequeno.
-La servioia no sabe, pes. Bruta mismo ••• Yo no
tengo la culpa. tQue tambien le dar~a? Flaco estaba •••
Chuno como oca al sol ••• Mama.ndo el aire a toda hora •••
Con diarrea tambien ••• Hecho una lestima •••
Alegr~a,

like Icaza, portrays the latifundista

ordering and supervising sadistic punishment for minor
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offenses and crimes.

El mundo es ancho

~

ajeno contains a

typical incident:
••• Er~ una clara noche de inmensas estrellas~ pero
el corazon~de los gamonales estaba muy negro. Todos
ten!an revolveres al cinto y los sacaron~ meti,ndoselos a los amedrentados indios entre los dientes.
n \Declaren! 11 Los indios apenas si pod!'an hablar con
una lengua que tropezaba con los cailones: "Estup.mos en
pueblo, tal ta, no robando nosotros. ·, Qule"'n saran ladrones judidos!" El hacendado dij~ a uno de sus caporales: "Si no quieren a buenas ~ meteles los pali tos. 11
Ese caporal, hombre grudeso y,basto, de ojuelos per~i
dos en una cara redon a~ saco ~ manilla de pequenos
maderos y se los introdujo al mas pr~ximo de los~in
dios entre los dedos de una mano. La otra le fue sujeta. "Ajusta". El caporal apret6 a dos manos y el
indio, contorsio~ndose de dolor~ bram~, ulul~. Todo
el silencio de la noche parecio gemir de pavura. Al
fin lo soltaron. Y el otro~ que alarg~ la mano tem-~
blando bajo los canones que le apuntaba la tropa, fue
torturado a su vez. Hasta las piedras parec(an quejarse, pero los atormentadores estaban impasibles.

Both writers recount incidents when the landowner,
having ample supplies of food in storage, ignores the
pleas of half-starved Indians.

In Huasipungo a flood

destroys the gardens of the Indians and they go to the

,

patron to ask for the socorros--an annual portion of the
harvest which together with the huasipungo and a normal
daily wage constitute the yearly income of the Indians.
This year, however, Alfonso Pereira decides that elimination of this ''hand-out n will increase his income:

.

,

-\Ah1 Mas de una vez he avertido.

Ahora insisto.
Si por casualidad viene alguna india o algttn longo
chugchidor hecho el que ayuda para.que le dejen hacer
de las suyas, le sacan a patadas. ~ E:ntendido?
-sf, patrc>n.
,.
-En otras sementeras tambien he ordenado lo mismo.
Se aca~ esa costumbre salvaje.

Alegr~ shows a similar scene in ~ perros
hambrientos when, in the middle of the drought in which
humans and animals alike begin to die of malnutrition and
starvation, the people go to the hacienda to ask the
~
patron
for aid:
~

~

Callo el Simon Robles y los peones sintieron que
hab!a hablado con la boca, el coraz~n y el vientre
exhausto de todos. Miraban al hacendado esperando su
respuesta~ que cre!an favorable porque todo era claro
como el dia. Pero~l les eeh~ a todos un r'pido
vistazo y despues se encar6 al Sim6n:
--Conque ~on su trabajo y su vida, ~no? Y la tierra
no es m!a? ~Creen que les doy la tierra por su linda
cara? Ya sab!a, Sim6n Robles, qu~ tu estabas hablando
as~... Esp~rense, no m,s. DescU1dense y ver~.
Vamonos, don Romulo ••••
~

~

The worst incident of this type occurs when the
Indians of Huasipungo, weak from hunger, ask the mayordomo
or overseer to approach Alfonso Pereira about the
possibility of their taking home some of the half-spoiled
meat of an oxen which was accidently killed.

;

The patron,

however, denies them their request.
;

-Como lacarne esta medio podridita ••• Quieren que
les regale, su mere,. Yo les ofrec! avisar. Avisar
no m~s, patr~n- concluy6 el mayordomo al notar que don
Alfonso se arrugaba en una mueca como de protesta y
asombro.
. ,
-t~e les regale la carne?
-As{ dicen •••
-)La carne! No estoy loco, carajo. Ya ••• ya mismo
haces cavar un hueco profundo y entierras al buey.
Bien enterrado. Los indios no deben probar jamas n1
una miga de carne. \Carajo1 Donde se les dese ense~an y estamos fregados. Todos los d~as me;Pfcieron
rodar una cabeza. Los pretextos no faltaran, claro.
Carne de res a los longos ••• iQu;absurdol No faltaba
otra cosa. Ni el olor, carajo. As~ como me oyes: ni
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el olor. Son como las fieras,
se acostumbran. t Y
,
quien lea aguanta despues? Hubiera que matarles para
que no acaben con el ganado.
~

The incident in E1 mundo

~

ancho I. a.leno in which

Rosendo Maqui goes to plead for the sole bull in the villa5e which accidently becomes confused with the local
hacendado 1 s steers is typical of the ways in which the
landowner purposely tries to irritate the Indians:
No se pod!a ni siquiera pensarNen dar muerte a una
vaca para obtener cuero. El rebano estaba diezmado.
Al contrario, al d{a siguiente deb!a ir a Umay a rescatar el toro de labor que cayo en un improvisto rodeo
ordenado por,don Alvaro. Tendr(a que hablar~con el
hacendado. ~Qu~ le dir!a? E1 alcalde preparabase a
hacer frente con educaci5n, pero tambien con firmeza,
a la posible propuesta)le que los comuneros trabajaran
en la mina, donde, segun las voces que corr~an por la
re~ion, terminaban los preparatives. Rosendo reclamarra el toro convenientemente. Ya se habran perdido
varias vacas de cr{a, dos bueyes de labor y ahora un
toro. · No se deb!a callar m~s, sobre todo tratandose
de un animal de trabajo. ~~mo labrar!an la tierra,
en la extensi~n debida, sin yuntas?
When Rosendo voices his claim, however, the hacendado reacts with indignant ire:

. ,

.

-4Que ,.maroa? ~Te atreves?
Es la maroa de Casimiro
,
Rosas, a,el se lo compre.
~
-Don Alvaro, tenga compasion, necesitamos ese toro
pa trab,jar...
~
Don Alvaro se enfurece. Por ah{ esta un caporal a
la expectativa, con aire de perro de presa en espera
de que le senalen la v~ctima.
-Senor, le dare una vaca o dos •••
E+ hacendado lo ataca a fuetazos y trompadae:
-JNo friegues m,s, indio carajo!
Rosendo sa va chorreando sangre de la nariz, de la~
boca, del viejo rostro noble, en el cual su pueblo vio
siempre retratados los sentimientos de equidad y de
paz. Ote~za lo mira sin decir palabra y el alcalde se
pasa de largo y sigue a pie basta encontrar una acequia, junto a la cual se arrodilla y lava. La sangre
tine el agua de rojo ••••
~
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The landowner's final solution to the irritating
problem is to condemn the Indian to a slow, torturous end-in a national jail:

,

/.

Por au parte, Amenabar penso detenidamente en lo
que deb!a hacer con Rosendo. El hacendado quer!a matarlo. Como sucede con los 11t1gantee y ambiciosos,
se hab{a llegado a convencer de su derecho y odiaba
todo lo que se opon~a a sus planes. En momentos de
cinismo, solra alardear de sus victorias desenmascaradam~nte, pero era mas frecuente que se eng~ara y tratara a,la vez de eng~ar a los dem1s. )De otro lado,
recordo la galga, la banda del Fiero Vasquez, la nerviosidad de su mujer y la cara asustada de sus hijas.
No matar!a a Rosendo. La carcel es tambien una manera
,
de el1minar a la gente. Sin perdida de tiempo, llamo
a un caporal y lo despacho con un oficio. Ped!a a la
subperfectura dos gendarmes para que se llevaran a un
ladr5n de ganado.
~

Alegr{a makes a deeper character study of the hacendado in i ! mundo

~

ancho

~

ajeno by showing how the

Indians are manipulated and divided by him:
/

,

Ramon miraba as1nt1endo tacitamente. De todos
modos, no Bflra de la sorpresa. No le hab~a pasado
nada y don Alvaro rera dichosamente. ,
-Esas vacas que tengo por Rumi estan ' muy botadas.
Neces1to que alguien vigile y si lo haces bien te pondre a tus 6rdenes unos cuantos repunteros. Ahora te
voy a dar una carabina.
A Ram6n le ch1spearon los ojos apagados. ,
-Si,
una
Yo te~, ensenare el mane•
, hermosa carabina.
,
jo. ~Que cholo ~e ganara estando .,.tu con winchester?
Nadia se atrevera, nadie te alzara la voz •••
Era la manera que ten~a el hacendado de eetimular a
los peones y tamoi~ de dividirlos, haciendo que unos
se sintieran m~s y otros menos.
The aforementioned situation is typical of the
psychological manipulating for which the hacendado is
notorious.

As Icaza described in Hua1rapamushcas: •
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El hacendado fruncio las cejas ante el nuevo problema. Pero era evidente que esos hombres necesitaban
y, siendo de hecho sus colonos, estaba en el debar de
protegerlos. Pertenec!a a esa clase de selrores
feudales que supervive en la sierra del Pe~ T. tiene
para sus siervos, segttn su prof.ia expresi6n, 'en una
mano la miel yen otra la hiel', es decir, la comida
y el l'tigo. Ese era el momento de la miel.
The greatest complaint of both authors, however, is
that the landowners of the Andean region are slowly
usurping Indian lands.

There are many ways which they have

devised: floods, changing old boundries, and--as in these
four books--legal disputes.

Alegr{a is most adamant about

this abuse, especially in his work
ajeno.

!! mundo

~

ancho

~

In fact, the whole book is an account of such an

incident:
/

/

/

Don Alvaro Amenabar y Roldan--toda esa retahila era
el nombre--se hab!a presentado ante el juez de Primera
Instancia de la provincia reclamado sobre linderos ~
exigiendo que la comunidad de Rumi presentara sus t1tulos. Era propietario de umay, una de las mas grandes
haciendas de esos lados. Maqui hab~a llevado, pues,
los t!tulos y nombrado apoderado general y defensor de
los derechos de la Comunidad de Rumi a un tinterillo ••••
Icaza also shows a similar incident:
-No quer!an salir del potrero donde ahora est(la
talanquera para encerrar el ganado. Un tinterillo
que venfa con frecuencia de la capital tuvo la culpa.
Las hab~a hecho creer algo de una concesi~n que ~es
dej~ taita Ray Inca ••• Taita Rey de Espana, tambien
dec{an ••••

• • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

,.

-No era doctor. Tinterillo no mas era. Del pueblo
de Pinuco. Los papeles que las hizo presentar a los
runas en el juicio, un adefesio, u~ tontera. En cambio, alma bendita, los que presento el patron, t~tulos
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I
de c1ncuenta anos
atras.
Una marav1lla con timbres,
con papel sellado, con reg1stros, con testigos, con
f1rmaa. El juez tuvo que ordenar el desalojo inmedlato.

A similar situation occurs in

-

~

perros hambrientos:

Pro,ven{an de la extinguida comunidad de Huaira.
,
Despues de algunos anos de tramites
judicJales, don
Juvencio Rosas, hacendado de Sunchu, habra probado au
inalienable derecho de poseer las tlerras de un ayllu
cuya t~rca existencla se prolongab~ desde el inoarlo,
a traves de la colonia y de la republica, sufriendo
todos los embates. Y el tal aparecio un buen d!a por
Huaira, acomp~ado de la fuerza p~blica y sus proplos
esbirros a tomar poseslon.
Not only do Icaza and Alegr(a criticize the hacendado for taking away the Indian lands, they go on to
emphasize that the real estate usually remains unused.
The very Indians in El mundo

,

~

ancho y_ a.l eno are \'fell

aware that don Alvaro wants to use them as slave labor in
a mine he wishes to exploit and on a coca plantation; he
has few thoughts of actually utilizing the lands of which
he has deprived them:
••• La ley nos h a sido contrarla y con un fallo se
nos quiere aventar a la esclavltud, a l a misma muerte.
1lvaro Amen~bar, el gamonal vecino, ~iso llevarnoe a
su mlna pr1meramente. Pero cons~uio/que los Mercados
le vendieran su hacienda y de ah1 saco gente pa podrlr1~ en el socavon.
Aura, amblciona unos miles de soles
mas y va a sembrar coca en los valles del r!O Ocros.
Pa eso nos necesita. Pa hacernos trabajar de la manana ala noche aunque nos maten las.te~cianas. El no
qulere tierra. Quiere esclavos. tQue ha hecho con
l as tlerras que nos quit6? Ah~ es~!:h bald{as, llenas
de yuyos y arbustos, sin saber lo que es la mano carln oaa del sembrador.

-

/

Even don Alvaro admits his unscrupulous purpose
freely:
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I

Don Alvaro Amen~bar los tuvo presos tres d{as en
los calabozos de la hacienda. Al soltarlos, le dijo a
Oteiza:.~
•
,

;f

-tTti eres regidor, no? Bueno: no los mato porque

quiero sacarles la pereza. Ustedes deben ir a trabajar en una mi~ que VOJ a explotar al otro lado del
r!o Ocros. D!selo asf a ese criminal de Rosendo. Estoy resuelto a perdonarle s~ delitos y tratarlo como
amigo a pes>r de que me ando matar con galga. De lo
contrar~~. el y ustedes se van a~fregar.
Ahora, como
una prueba de que no quiero ir.~s adelante, te devuelvo tus dos caballos que de~a retener en pago de
todo lo que me han robado ••• Vayanse •••
When the Indians litigate the court's decision,
and when it seems rather possible that they will succeed
in proving their traditional ownership of the lands, don
/

Alvaro steals the evidence in order to frustrate their
cause and adva nce his own:

,

/

/

••• En Umay, el hacendado Alvaro Amenabar y Roldan,

en el secreto de un cuarto cerrado, prend!a fue go al
grue s o expedient,, diciendo a su muj er:
/
-Leonorcita, este es el precio de la galga. Podrla
comenza.r de nuevo, pero serra al go escandaloso~ Tengo
que cuidar mi candidatura y la de Oscar. Ademas,
ahora me preocupa el asunto de Ocros •••

,

As don Alva ro states, there is no method which he
\\'ill not use to ach ieve his ends:
,

1"-

-Ya ve usted -dijo don Alva ro, senalando los cerros
q~e se alz,ban a l otro l ado del r{o 'Ocros-, all! esta
la mina y esa es la hacienda
que quie ro comprar. Si
/
no me la venden habra que litigar, pues unos pobres
diablos no se van a oponer porque sr al pro5reso de la
industria minera, que tiene t anto porvenir •••
~4ucho, mucho porvenir!- excla~ I~~guez.
-Y bien, ya le he dicho que necesito brazos. La
indiada de. esa hacienda es numerosa y como los d~enos,
los Mercado, no son gente que pare, me la venderan.
Estos indios comuneros me
, h an juzgado una mala pasada,
pero creo que no faltara medio de reducirlos ••••
/
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In the end, don .Alvaro of El mundo

~

ancho "3.. ajeno,

don Alfonso Pereira of Huasipungo, and the other hacendados win their cases and, with the help of the na tional
army, take over the Indian lands and communities--all with
a faqade of legality:
-No, ya le he d>cho que no. Debemos darle un aspecto de reivindicacion de derechos y no de despojos. Yo
pienso, i gualmente, ~ue esos indios ignorantes no sirven para nada al pa~s, que deben caer en manoa de los
hombres de empresa, de los que hacen l a grandeza de la
patria.
While in other cases the two authors va ry in the
concept and condemnation of various social types, in the
case of the landowner there is definite agreement.

He is

a corrupt, unscrupulous, greedy individual--valuing his
livestock more than the humans who work his lands, abusing
Indian men and violating their women, and utilizing any
and all means to gain more power, more possessions and
more authority.
Icaza most adeptly describes this evil in Huairapamushcas:
••• Ahora es lo mismo, cholitos. Los tftulos, las
leyes, son p a ra que la tierra laborable y buena sea
entregada por taita juez, por taita escribano, por
taita soldado, por taita cur,, por taita gobie rno, a
ta1ta patr5n grande, au merce • • • El resto es cuento,
habladur!a •••
Not only does the hacendado possess the above mentioned
characteristics, he also enjoys the cooperation of the
clergy, the government military forces, the law courts,
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and local officials in his dealings.

All the social

forces of the country turn against the Indian in favor of
one man . and one system.

CHAPTER III
THE VILLAGE PRIEST
Religion has long been an all-pervading feature of
Latin American life.

Before the discovery of the New

World, the temple and its priest cast were dominant
influences in the advanced indigenous civilizations.
Because the Inca had developed a true priest class
and religious hierarchy, they (along with the Aztec and
Maya) best illustrate the role of the priest in pre-Conquest times.

Although many authorities maintain that the

Inca was more military than religious, the two aspects were
greatly entwined.

Much of the daily existence of the Indian

was bound up in performing manual labor for the Inca and
the sun cult and in fulfilling his own personal religious
obligations.

Through the identification of religion with

the monarchy, governing circle, the former affected all ·
aspects of life:

social, political, economic, and cultural.

Much the same phenomenon had manifested itself
in Spain.

Religion became the rallying point for uniting

the Iberian Peninsula against the Moors _; 6pposition
to the Arabs became a Christian duty.

An outstanding

example of Spain's deep religious feeling was the establishment of the shrine of Santiago in Galicia.

Thousands of

religious pilgrims flocked to pay homage, thus compounding
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the religious fanaticism which was perpetuated in the
battle against the invader.

The Catholic Kings, Ferdinand

and Isabela, used religion as an instrument of unity.
Through the Inquisition, the Santa Hermandad, the expulsion of the Jews, and the numerous concessions granted the
clergy, the Roman Catholic Church became one of the most
dominant institutions in Spanish society.42

As Mackay

explains:
The Church was absorbed and its destinies made that
of the Spanish nation •••• Honour demanded conformity
to its rites and dogmas and the propagation of these
throughout the world.43
In addition to its influencing in spiritual matters, the
Church became the guardian or overseer in other spheres.
Beneyto pointed out that:

The clerics had influence not only because of the
positions they occupied and the benefits they enjoyed,
but also because of their role as preachers and moreover for their presence in the universitiel •.• The
military Orders are also religious Orders. 4
The State later allowed the Inquisition to form an Index
of prohibited books, thus making it her privilege to
censure reading material and thought in Spain.

In short,

4 2Diffie, QE. cit., pp. 233-235.
43John Alexander Mackay, The Other Spanish Christ,
A Study in the Spiritual History of SpaJn and South America
TLondon: Christian Movement Press, 1932 , p. 8.
44aeneyto Perez, QQ. cit., p. 106.
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Spanish civilization was thoroughly enmeshed in the
Catholic Church.
The conqueror who went to America was
product

o~

de~initely

this religion-dominated environment.

tion to his quest

~or

had religious motives.

a

In addi-

wealth and personal glory, he also
He:

••• ~requently appears to think of the whole enterprise of conquest as a holy crusade and of himself as
God's appointed age~t to free the nations ••• from the
power of the devil. 5
The fact that the ind.i genous civilizations had
developed to such an advanced degree--that they had the
idea of a supreme being, a near monotheistic belief, a
highly developed philosophy of life, and a complex priesthood hierarchy--46 in many ways facilitated the conquest
and conversion of the Indians.

It is not surprising that

this process was at least superficially completed in a
relatively short time, for the number of factors aiding it
was large: Spanish and indigenous religious similarities
(theocratical societies, concept of a supreme being with
lesser gods, representation of these gods in stone and wood
images, belief in the inmortality of the soul, the existence

45Charles Samuel Braden, Religious Aspects of !h2
Conquest of Mexico (Durham, North Carolina: Duke University
Press, 1930), pp. 20-27.
46Ibid., pp. 21-27.
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of monasterieB and convents, the use of the cross, confession, baptism, communion, fasting, and the celebrating of
holy days), the cooperation and support of the local
government and the continuous backing of the Spanish crown,
and the high character of the early missionaries.47

The

Indian character traits of submissiveness, passiveness in
poverty, humility, obedience, patience, resignation, and
conformity also facilitated the superimposition of the new
relig1on.48

I

/

The story of Hernan Cortes' kneeling to kiss the
hand of the newly-arrived friar to impress their importance upon the onlooking Indi ans is famous.

As the hie-

tory of the Conquest shows, the clergy almost always
accompanied the conquerors on their expeditions.

From the

b eginning, then, the Church had a major role in the
conquest and colonization of America.
In the first years, the clergy mainly occupied
itself with serving as chaplains in the campaigns, destroying idols, and building Christian

~hurches.

Aside from

its humanitarian ideals, the Castilian crown looked upon
the conversion of the Indians as an instrument to supress
47D1ffie, ~· cit., pp. 238-251.
48Braden, 2£• £!!., pp. 200-203.

48
any possible religious or political insurrection, and so
greatly encouraged this activity.49
The Indian, upon seeing his traditional idols
destroyed and his civilization and religion disparaged,
had literally within him a spiritual vacuum.
grief stricken, and overtaken by

trag~dy,

Disillusioned,

the Indian found

refuge and salvation in the arms of the Catholic Church.
The early clergy was kind, patient, and understanding, and
the Church "saved what meaning there was left to existence. rr50
Aside from their personal ki ndness and their
religious ideals, the clergy were great strategists in
their dealings with the Indians.

Although vehement when

destroying pagan idols, they purposely built churches on
the sites

of

former shrines and aligned the Catholic

celebrations of feast and saint da ys to fall on the dates
of traditional Indian festivals.

"The pagan ecstasy was

simply converted to Christianity by the addition of a
saint's day, a Mass, and a benediction.n51
The success of the clergy in Latin America can be
largely attributed to the high character of the early

49niffie, op. cit., p. 237.

--

.5'0 Tannenbau~,~·

~.,

pp. 54-.5'.5'.

5lcollier, ~· ~., p. 101.

49

friars.

Sincere in their Christian beliefs, they strug-

gled against indigenous resistance and opposition from
the encomenderos (in the form of burning churches and
monasteries, ceasing to give alms, and spreading scandalous and largely untrue rumors about their behavior)52 in
the work of converting the natives, learning the new
languages, establishing rudimentary schools, and translating records and documents.
The role of the Church in the conquest and colonization was vital; its activities reached into every sphere.
In the early years, this body served mainly as missionaries on the frontier.

The sedentary groups of Indians
/

such as those of modern Mexico and Peru were relatively
easy subjects in the process of conversion.

It was the

outlying, relatively uncivilized tribes that rejected, to
an amazingly large degree, the encomendero and the priest.
The solution, which took the place of the alternative of
merely killing off the natives, was s ending forth padres
as Indian agents and frontiersmen.

Their activities in

all of Latin America, but especially in Alta California
a nd New Mexico and in the reducciones a type of mission
established by Jesuit priests in uncolonized areas of
Paraguay, are famous.

52Braden, QQ. cit., p. 206.
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The importance that the Church had gained in Spain
was also carried over to the New World.

It was the main

stabilizing factor in a society tha t was just developing.
Aside from acting as a guide in spiritual and moral matters,
the Church was responsible for the establishing and
maintaining of charitable institutions such as hospitals,
orphanages, and homes for the aged.

Education--limited as

it was--was also the work of the clergy.

Art, found mostly

in ecclesiastical buildings and paintings, and much of the
early literature were produced by or under the auspices of
Catholic priests.53
Unfortunately, the Spanish Catholic Church h ad long
been notorious for its lack of discipline and the lax
morality of the clergy.

The scenes portrayed in the Libra

de Buen Amor by Juan Ruiz, Arcipreste de Hita, were--in
essence--true.

Althou6h Isabela tried to force a reform

of clerical elements, such abuses were carried over to
America:
Among the clerical abuses cited during the sixteenth
century in the instructions each viceroy left to his
successor were concubinage, theft of money, disobedience, luxurious living and violation of Church rules.
Quarrels between Spanish and Creole cl er gy, and riots

53John Francis Bannon, The Colonial Americas (Vol. I
of History 2f ~Americas. 2 vola.; New York: McGrawHill Company, Inc.), pp. 366-372.
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between the seculars and the regulars were frequent.
The nuns, as well as the priest and monks, caused
trouble. When the civil authorities sou~t to correct
ecclesiastical abuses, the Church took r~fuge in its
sacred privileges.54
The decadence of the clergy was caused by many
factors.

The Church provided an easier life than might be

found elsewhere and it commanded respect from the society
at large.

Students who might otherwise struggle to finish

their studies were granted scholarships and financial aid
if sponsored by the Church, and Spanish families followed
the practice of encouraging the second son to become a
member of the clergy .

The reasons for entering the priest-

hood, therefore, were not always idealistic or religious.55
Some authors maintain that such ecclesiastical corruption was a reflection of the society in general.

/

Picon-

Salas explains that with the defeat of the Spanish Armada,
the rise of Protestantism, the growth of the natural
sciences and technology, and the increasing affluence and
influence of the northern European countries, Spain was on
decline. 56
As time passed, the Spanish and Spanish American
civilizations developed more and more into a theocratic
54niffie, ~·

£!1., p. 266.

55Beneyto P~ez, ~· ~., p. 202.
56P1ctn-Salas, loc.

£11.
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state.

Through a special agreement between the Pope and

the Spanish monarch, the Patronato

~--a

system of

ecclesiastical appointments by the Spanish crown--became
traditional.

As opposed to laymen, members of the clergy

I
enjoyed the privilege of the fuero eclesiastico--the
right

of the clergy to establish its own courts to try its ·
members involved in civil cases.

To finance the numerous

activities of the Church, a complex system of revenues was
devised, examples of which are the diezmos or church tithes
and the custom of bequeathing a certain portion of one's
landholdings to the Church.

The diversified spheres of

influence of the institution were greatly multiplied by
the construction and administration of churches, schools,
hospitals, and universities.
Although the Church may have gained much of its
position by default--because no other agency existed and
because no individual sought to involve himself in similar
duties--the fact is that by the end of the colonial period
the Church was the dominant influence in most facets of
society.
Church.

Even individual lives were bound up in the
The Indians of the sierra, for example, depended

on the priest for religious guidance, advice, and aid in
times of distress.

They also enjoyed their little spare

time in colorful religious festivals, and celebrated the
great events of their lives--birth, marriage, and death-under the auspices of the Church.

53
In comparison with the colonial era, the postindependence period saw a variance in the status of the
Catholic Church in the newly-formed republics.

As Mecham

states: "The achievement of independence by Spain's
colonies in America disturbed the centuries-old politicoecclesiastical statua."57

An over-all study of the Independence movement shows
that there was much continuity in the role of the Church
despite the change in ruling

g~oups.

In many of the

original constitutions Catholicism was designated as the
state religion.

In some cases, all other creeds were

expressly excluded.

Furthermore, the Latin American rebels

were often supported by the criollo--the American-born
Spanish--members of the clergy; sometimes the latter played
primary roles in the armed conflict.

Generally speaking,

much rapport existed between the leaders of the movement
and the members of the clergy in the early years of
national life.
As time passed, however, areas of conflict between
the new national governments and the Church arose.
first was the problem of the Patronato Real.

The

Witnessing

the colonial government exercise this privilege caused new
57J. Lloyd Mecham, Church ~ State in Latin America,
A History 2! Politico-Ecclesiastical Relations (Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1934), p. 45.

national leaders to take for granted a similar right for
themselves.

Not only did they desire a role in nominating

individuals for ecclesiastical positions, passing judgment
on papal bulls and decrees, and in£luencing Church finances,
the new governors also wished to curb the activities of
the higher prelates who were basically sympathetic to the
Spanish monarchy.58
Although critics of the Church, often elements of
nascent Liberal parties, denounced her vast wealth and
extensive landholdings, the clerics' exemption from taxes,
the use of free Indian labor, the lax morality of some
ecclesiastics (especially the regulars), and the general
superficiality of religious sentiment

~ong

the populace

which was propagated by the clergy, the Church maintained
a primary role for herself in the development and evolution
of most Latin American countries.59
That the role of the Church in Latin America in the
nineteenth century is often identified with conservative
if not reactionary attitudes is best illustrated by Pope
Leo XIII.

The documents which reveal his thinking are his

encyclical letters Which:
••• stress that part of the papal teaching which
directly concerned the restoration of the social order

58 John

Francis Bannon, The American Nations (Vol. II
of History of the Americas. 2 vols.; New York: McGrawHill Company, Inc., 1952), pp. 117-119.
59Mecham, 2E• cit., pp. 45-107 passim.
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in the light of the doc~rine, and under the guidance,
of the Catholic Church. 0
Fundamental were their non-revolutionary, non-violent
character which stressed patience as a virtue against
oppression, exploitation, and tyranny.
Church-State relations in Ecuador have, from the
beginning,been characterized by the atmosphere of harmony
which prevailed.
South

.~erica

Because the center of the Church in

during colonial times had been Lima, the

institution in Ecuador developed a more autonomous
character.

From this point of view, one can think of the

last years of colonial domination as a sort of preparation
for the Independence movement.
In the armed conflict itself, clerics in Ecuador
were noted not only for their participation in the military
encounters but also for the generous sums they contributed
to help finance the operations.

Sucre, liberator of the

country, was also clever enough to use religious faith as
a tool for urging the people on to greater sacrifices.

On

all occasions, in meetings, on the battlefield, and during
victory celebrations, Catholicism was one of the salient
characteristics of the men who participated in the
Independence movement.
60Etienne Gilson (ed.), The Church S~eaks to the
Modern World, The Social Teachings of Leoiii (~rden
City, New York:-Doubleday and Company,-rfic;;-I954J, p. 5.
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As the change in ruling groups came about, there
was an identification of national and religious ideals:
"The Church adapted 1ttself to the country, contributing to
the creation of a more solid national conscience than one
based on political principles."61

The best example of this

phenomenon is the first article of the Ecuadorian
Constitution, composed at the

t~e

of the Independence

movement, which states:
The Catholic Religion, Apostolic and Roman, will be
the only one which this Republic shall adopt, so that
no other in some future time might be allowed under
some pretext and any schism which might spoil the purity
of her holiness shall be pursued by her followers and
by the government.
As the years passed in Ecuador, there was a variance
in the fortune of the Church caused by the periodic change
of govermnents.

~

General Juan Jose Flores Who established

the nation in 1830 proclaimed Catholicism as the state
religion while Vicente Rocafuerte, his successor, sought
to introduce far-reaching religious reforms.62
After more than thirty years of civil disorder and
chaos, Gabriel Garc(a Moreno (1821-1875) sought to unify
the country--not on the basis of nationalism--but under
61Leandro Tormo y Pilar Gonzalbo Alpuru, Historia de
la Iflesia en Am6rica Latina (Vol. III of La iglesia en
cris s de 1a-Iiidelendenc1a. 3 vols • ; Madrid: Centro de InformaC:f~y Soc ologta de la OCSHA, 1963), p. 38.

1a-

6~Mecham, .2It•

.
ill·, pp.
171-17 3.
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the one

uni~ying

element which existed: Catholicism.

1859 to 1875, a theocratic state existed.

An authoritarian

government was created in which the concepts
equality were synonomous with anarchy.

From

o~

liberty and

The Church was in a

stronger position than it had ever been; Catholicism was
the official state religion, education was under the
direction of ecclesiastics, and reading material was
censored.

The non-Catholic could not hold a job, nor did
he have any legal rights. 63 Under Garc{a Moreno's second
constitution (1869), often called the "Black Charter" and
the "Charter of Slave~y to the Vatican,"64 the Church
enjoyed a position unparalleled in modern times.
When Garc{a Moreno was finally removed from office,
the anti-Catholic sentiment caused the Church to lose much
of what she had gained under the authoritarian regime.
The Liberals, who ruled from 1895 to 1911 under Eloy
Alfaro, confiscated Church property, secularized education,
introduced divorce laws, individual freedom, and
constitutional guarantees.65 As the Liberals lost power,

63Benjam(n Carri6'n, Garcfa Moreno, E1 santo del
pat!bulo (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura EconSmica, 19$9);-pp. 425-700 passim.
64George I. Blanksten, Ecuador: Constitutions and
Caudillos (Berkeley: The University of Cali~orn!a Press,
1951)" p. 12.
65Bannon, ~American Nations, pp. 391-392.
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however, the clerics regained much or their former influence which has generally been maintained through the years.
If in Ecuador the Independence movement was, from
the beginning, in harmony with the attitudes of the clerics,
~

in Peru much the opposite took place.

Because the center

of the Church in South America was in Lima, in many ways
the Independence was brought about by outside forces and
thrnst upon the Peruvian nation.

Since the hierarchy in

Lima was most concerned with pleasing the

Span~sh

Crown

and because they therefore resisted Independence, it was
difficult for them to accept the new regime and its leaders.
The hostility of the clerics before the Independence
leaders was further aggravated by the actions of San Mart~.
Unfortunately, the latter was more negative towards the
Church than Bol~ar had been.

Among his acts against the

Church he exiled the bishop of Lima, Las Heras, took over
the Patronato Real, limited the Church's sources of revenue,
varied the age-old liturgy of the Mass and sought to allow
freedom of worship for all beliefs. 66

As often occurred in

Latin America, however, the very legislators who dictated
such actions considered themselves Catholics:
All these measures, which were intended to curb the
rights of the Church, were dictated, nevertheless, by
a government which considered itself Catholic and which,
upon approving the Constitution, not only established

66rormo, 2£• ~., pp. 34-151 passim.
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Catholicism as the official state religion but also
rejected the proposed tolerance of other religions
prohibiting the exercise of any other religion that
was not Catholic.67
Furthermore, in comparison with other countries, the Church
/

in Peru did not suffer excessive secularizations.
Once the first conflicts between the new government
officials and the members of the clergy had passed, the
Church regained its former position:
These intromissions of civil power, the disorder of
the first moments and the necessity of a reorganization
of the Church produced some clashes in the beginning.
But, as the years passed, the new state, now consolidated, provided a series of standards which favored
the Church, founding a new diocese, improving the
endowments of all, founding parishes, officially
declaring the profession of Catholicism as the state
religion, etc. All this brought about the approximation to the Holy See which, in 1868, recognized
explicitly for the government of Peru all the requested
privileges which the king of Spain had previously
enjoyed.68
Once the post-Independence conflicts had passed and
once many of the royalist hierarchy had fled, the amicable
combination of a liberal clergy and religious statesmen
established a tranquil Church-state situation.

Although

there wa·s some conflict over President Ram~n Castilla and
the Liberals' efforts to allow freedom of worship and to
reduce clerical influence and privilege during the 1850's,
the ascendance of the Conservatives, who dominated for the

67Ibid., p. 76.
68Ibid •., p. 152.

next sixty years, stabilized the situation.
the Conservative Constitution

o~

In essence,

1860 reinstated some

clerical privileges and established Catholicism as the
official state religion.
/

On the whole the Ghurch in Peru succeeded in
retaining great influence and special privileges which
existed before the Independence.

The Church, which had

been the largest landholder during the colonial period,69
has maintained this status in modern times.

Unlike other

/

countries, Peru has not experienced the convulsions o£ a
conflict over confiscation of religious properties.
Catholic influence in education has also been great.

Such

questions as matrimony, divorce, and control of cemeteries
have been decided in favor of the Church.
with the tradition

o~

In accordance

Church participation in politics, the

clerics have maintained strong influence in civic affairs.
Because of its organization and discipline, dictators have
often sought--and ~ound--a strong ally in the Church.70
What then of the local or village priest?

The

history of this important person is inevitably intertwined
69Di£~ie, ~- cit., p. 73. Concerning the wealth of
the Church during~e colonial period, Diffie states that
the institution, aside from being the largest landholder
at that time, gained even greater riches by serving as the
chief moneylender and indirectly reaping profits from lands
it did not own.

70Mecham, 2£•

£!!., pp. 193-215.
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with that of the Church itself.

During the colonization

he was primarily responsible for settling new areas,
converting Indians, and generally establishing the Church
in the outlying regions.

After the Independence, the

functions of the priest changed only slightly.

There was

a significant change in their character, however.
In many areas the Independence meant a change in

the type of priests who served as representatives of the
Church.

After witnessing the Church-State con£licts

which took place, many potential seminary students
hesitated to enter the priesthood.

The great influx of

clergy from Spain was also halted during the Independence
years.

Recruits were difficult to find.

As an urban and

class evolved, some sectors of Latin American

~ddle

society tended to question the role of the Church in
secular affairs and to refuse to give blind obedience to
the institution.

The over-all result was a lowering of
the standards for entering the priesthood.7 1 Clergymen
often were less competent, less devout and knowledgeable,
and less orthodox than they had generally been in colonial
times.
The motivation and character of contemporary priests
/

in Peru and Ecuador are, of course, difficult to determine.

71~., pp. 216-219.
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Certain statistical information can be provided, however,
as to nationality and age.

The approximate age of the

clergy is from thirty-five to forty years of age.

Despite

the pictures which authors often paint of a wily, unscrupulous Spanish priest exploiting Andean Indians, figures show
that--although most of the foreign clergy is indeed Spanish-in actuality the percentage of foreign-born clerics is small:
"In contrast with the coastal region, here in the sierra
the foreign clergy accounts for barely 6 percent of the
total.n72

The place of origin of the Latin American born

clerics is calculated as one might expect; in opposition
to the coastal regions where less tradition prevails, the
sierra, or most stable geographical area, provides the
greatest number of potential candidates.73
Of the three character types prevalent in the novels
of Jorge Icaza and Giro Alegria, the village priest is
probably the most controversial.

Both authors therefore

tend to deal with him in a most emotional manner.

There

are probably two principal reasons for this.
First, the Latin American type of Catholicism has
many characteristics which confli ct wi th the ideals of the

72rsidoro Alonso and others, La Iglesia en Venezuela
~ Ecuador (Madrid: Centro de Informaci5n y Sociologfa de
la OCSHA, 1962), p. 117.
73Ibid.
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intelligentsia.

Its very customs are a source of

irritation for these men.

The apparently large number of

clerics, the prominence of monastic orders, the cult of
saints, frequent public parades and processions, the
unruliness of religious celebrations, and the over-all
superficiality7~ (from their point of view) aggravate or

even disgust this type of contemporary writer.
Furthermore, Alegr~ and Icaza are concerned over
the relationship which exists between the village priest
and the Indian.

For the latter, the priest is one of his

main links with the outside world. He would never consider
/
approaching the patron because they are worlds apart.
Although the Indian sometimes deals with and depends on
the cholo, he does not trust him; in fact, he often
expects and receives the worst.

This leaves the local

priest.
Both Jorge Icaza and Ciro Alegr~ are representative
of that group of authors in modern Latin America which
believes that the ecclesiastical representatives of the
Catholic Church have used their position and influence-not only to maintain the status quo but also to exploit

7~John Gillin, "Mestizo America;" Most of the World,

The Peoples of Africa, Latin America, and~ East'Foday,
Ralph Linton\ed.) {New York: Columbia University Press,
19~9), p. 208.

their parishioners for their own personal motives.

Many

selections can be made to illustrate the various facets of
this heabtless exploitation.
The authors agree that, especially in the rural
sierra, the village church and the priest's quarters are
the most luxurious buildings in the area--especially in
contrast with those of the mestizos and Indians.
La iglesia, de torre euellilarga, parec(a muy
petulante. A su lado, la casa del cura era vanidosa
de varas. Como que con sus tejas y su altura, pod~a
mirar por encima de ~os hombros a las otras, pajizas
y chatas, de los demas vecinos.
In some areas, the living quarters of the cura are

not only larger; the extravagant ornamentation of the holy
edifice contrasts sharply with the squalor surrounding it:
Haeia el rin de la ealle, en una plaza enorme y
deshabitada, la iglesia apoya la vejez de sus paredones
en largos puntales - es un cojo venerable que pudo
escapar del hospital del tiempo andando en muletas -.
Lo vetusto y arrugado de la faehada contrasta con el
oro del altar mayor y eon las joyas, adornos y vestido
de la Virgen de la Cuchara, patrona del pueblo, a los
pies de la cual, indios y ehargas, aeoquinados por
ancestrales temores y por duras experiencias de la
realidad, se han desprendido diariamente de sus ahorros
para ~ue la Sant!sima y Milagrosa se compre y luzca
atavfos de etiqueta celestial.
Worse yet, the priest, as shown in Huairapamushcas,
has constantly used threats and cajoling to squeeze the
funds for such ostentation out of his humble church-goers:
~

,. ,

De la monumental iglesia cuya construccion duro mas
de un siglo. Mae de un siglo ereciendo lentamente a
la vista, paciencia y raquitismo de un centenar de
casas miserables, de chozas esparcidas por el campo,
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de callejuelas hediondas, d~ senderos tortuosos. Centenaria angustia donde falto algo siempre. Que las
parades del convento ••• Que el pan de oro para el altar
m1yor ••• Que el entablado de la sacristfa ••• Que la
cupula de la capilla ••• Que los arcos de ~as naves •••
Que las torres ••• Que los campanarios ••• IAh! Pero el
producto socorrido de las fiestas de 11Mama Virgen," de
las mingas de. los domingos, de las limosnas aue acumulaban el "Cristo del Buen Consejo" - pistolero armado
de amenazas y calamidades -.
~~other

common characteristic among the various

priests is their keeping of a concubine or mistress.

In

some cases this person is merely a discreet companion:
Una mujer de senos pomposos, actitudes esquivas,
vestido largo en mimetismo de sotana, perfume a cebolla y sacrist{a, lea di6 la bienvenida y lea invito a
esperar hasta que se desocupe el senor cura:
-Si6ntese, seti'or. Aqu{••• aqu{•••
Cuando desapareci6 la mujer, el mayordomo con gesto
de p{cara complacancia, murmurd(en voz baja a Gabriel:
-La sobrina.
-Ua sobrina?
-Pero la sobrina de doble uso, pes.
-Aaah.
~

In others she is showy and pretentious, taking
advantage of the new-found wealth and influence the union
offers her, as in

Huasipun~o:

/

Del curato - unica casa de techo de teja -, luciendo
parte de las joyas que la Virgen de la Cuchara tiene
la bondad de prestarle, sale en ese inst~te la concubina del se~or cura - pomposos senos y caderas, receloso mirar, gruesas facciones -, alias "la sobrina" equipaje que trajo el santo sacerdote desde la capital-,
con una canasta de basura ••••
The situation which causes the strongest reaction
among such writers is the alliance between the priest and
the landowner.

Jorge Icaza, in his work Huasipungo,
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depicts it as an outright moral, political, and economic
a3reement between the two men:

,.,

Los paseos del dueno de Cuchitambo terminaban generalmente en el curato. Largas, sustanciosas y a veces
entretenidas conversaciones soten(an terrateniente y
cura. Que la patria, que el progreso, que la democracia, que la moral, que la polrtica. Don Al~nso; en
uso y abuso de au tolerancia liberal, brindo al sotanudo una ami s tad y una confianza sin !!mites. El
parroco a su vez - gratitud y entend1m1ento cristianos - se a 1 io, al amo del valle y la montana
con todos
sus poderes materiales y espirituales.
The immediate problem in this instance is that of
constructing a road.

Both the priest and the hacendado

naturally decide that the Indians shall do the labor, and
the task of getting them to

-

the~· project

is the responsi-

bility of the priest:

""

Tamoien
· ' el senor cura, despues de cada misa, hablaba
largo a los fieles sobre la gigantesca obra que era
urgente realizar y ofrec(a sin pudor generosas recompens~s en la bienaventuranza:
-)Oh! S{. Cien, mil d(as,de inqpls encia por cada
metro, que avance la obra. Solo as! el Divino Hacedor
echara sus bendiciones mayores sabre este pueblo.
Aside from the construction project, the landowner
and priest work together to manipulate the Indians to their
own ends:
•

los indios?
-Claro. Usted comprende que eso sin los runas no
vale. nada •..,
-JY que runas! Propios, conciertos, de una humildad
extraord~naria.
Se puede hacer con esa gente lo que a
uno le de la gana.
-Me han dicho que cas1 todos son solteros. Un indio
soltero vale la mitad. Sin hijos, sin mujer, sin
famiJ.iares.
-tY eso?
-~Con
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•
6y el pastoreo, y el

-Parece q~e no sabe usted.
serv1c1o domestico, y el desmonte, y las mingas?
- Bueno. Son m~s de quinientos. Mas de qu1n1entos
a los cuales, gracias a mi paciencia, a mi fe, a mis
consejos y a mis amenazas, he logrado hacerles entrar
por el camino del
Selior. Ahora se hallan listos a •••
-iba,a decir: 11 a la. ventan, pero_le parecio muy duro
el/termino y, luego de una pequena vacilaci6n, continuo-. ••• al trabajo. Ve us ted. Los longos le salen
barat!simos, casi regalados.
For Alegr{a, in his work ~ mundo ~ ancho ~ ajeno,
the cooperation between priest and landoWner is more
subtle.

There is no outright a greement between the two

men, yet when the desperate Indians come to the cleric to
ask his advice, he preaches stoicism, faith , and resignation--purposely omitting the obvious choice of taking
definite action against the

~amonal's

usurping of the

community lands:

-1' Una verdadera desgracia! Para m{ en particular,
lo es doblemente por tratarse de que ~OS csntendores
son mis feligreses y muy qu.eridos ••• ~Don Alvaro Amen~bar?, todo un caballero, ~Y ustede s?, cumplidos fielea. -Es una verdadera disgracia ••• Mi mision no es la
de ahondar las divisiones de la human}dad. Por el contrario, es la de apaciguar y un1r. Solo el amor ent~e
los hombres, bajo el misercordioso amor de Dios, hara
la felicidad del g~nero humane. Orad, rezad, tened fe
en Dioe, mucha fe en Dios, eso es lo que puedo aconsejaros. Los bienes terrenales son perecederos. Los
bienes espirituales son permanentes. Los sufr1m1entos
y la fe, la fe en. la Providencia, abr~n el camino de
la felicidad eterna en el~eno del Senor •••
-Taita cura, pero, ~que haremos? •••
-Obedeced los altos designios de Dios y tened fe.
mi ministerio no me permite aconsejaros de otro modo.
Orad y confiad en au esp(ritu misericordioso ••• El
bendito San Isidro vela especialmente por l a comunidad.
Nolo olvideis...
.
El se!ior cura Mestas ten~a el (ndice y los ojos
levantados hacia el cielo.

,.
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-Cumplid los mandamientos, que son mandamientos de
paz y amor...
~
•
r
, -Taita cura, ~Y don Alvaro? No debe cumplir tambien
el? ~1 es tambien cristiano •••
El senor cura les clav~ los ojos.
/
-Eso no nos toea juzgar a nosotros. Si don Alvaro
peca, Dios le tomara cuentas a su tiempo ••• Idos en
paz, buena gente, y que la ~e os !lumina y haga que
soporteis la prueba con resignacion y esp~ritu cristiano ••••
~

For Icaza, however, transgressions of the priest go
far beyond confortable living quarters, having a mistress,
and aiding and abetting the hacendado.

In Huasipungo the

priest convinces the population that they have been flooded
out of their homes because of their stinginess when paying
for religious ceremonies:
Y era verdad. El santo sacerdote, aprovechando la
embriaguez de p~nieo y de temor que mantenra a los
indios como hipnotizados, pregonaba en ejemplo del
cielo aquel castigo frente a la tacaiierra de los fieles
en las limosnas, en el pago de los reposos, de las
misas, de las fiestas y de los duelos.
-\Castigo del Seiforl \Castigoool
"Cuando "el dice, as!' debe ser, pes", pens a ban entonces
cholos e indios e rntimamente acoquinados por aquel
temor se arrodillaban a los pies del fraile, soltaban
la plata y le besaban humildemente las manos o la
sotana.
In Huairapamushcas the cleric is shown as a business-

man who bargains for the highest price when

of~ering

his

services while he denies the bargaining process to his
flock:
Cuando lleg~ Isidro al convento, el sailor eura discut!a con los yatuyuras el precio de las rogativas y
sus detalles •••
-Si no tienen lo indispensable en dinero hemos de
hacer la misa rezada.
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- Bueno taitico, pes. Pero las campanas han de
tocar duro, duro •••
-Las dos chicas. /
-La grande tambien.
-Esa. vale mt's.
-Como sea amito.
-Todo lo de las visperas han de traer ustedes chamizas, cohetes, ~umin arias, globos.

-Ar!: .. Arf•.•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

-Sii( -continut Isidro pasando al cura el gallo por
l as narices.
~
-Con semejante avecita del Senor podemos hacer una
rogativa de gran revuelo para el domingo.
The priest in Huasipungo is quick to use any means
to raise funds.

One of the Indi ans has been designated as

~

the pa tron for a fiesta in celebration of the finishing of
the construction project.
goods.

He goes to the

of the mass.

To do so, he must sell all his

~,

begging him to lower the price

The latter, after shouting at the native that

the Virgen does not bargain, tries a litt le psychology and
scares him completely:
I
~
Rapida~nte, con versatilidad histrionica, el fraile
comprendio q~ era m~s oportuno simular beatrfica actitud. Levanto los brazos y la mirada al cielo con la fe
de un personaje b!blico, e interrog~ -charla amistosa,
confidencial- a supuestos pe~onajes de las alturas
-toldo de nubes , grises, hidrqpicas:
-IDios mfo! IV1rgen mfa! IS~to s ~iseric~diosos
mfos! Detened vuestra c~lera. JNo! JNo echeis vuestra
maldiciones sobre estos desgraciados!
This dialogue, dramatized by a convenient clap of
thunder, scares the group of Indians into a blind panic.
So convinced by the priest are they that their opposition
to the cleric's demand has incurred God's displeasure,
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that they stone the Indian who attempted such a blasphemy.
TO'\'Tards the end of the book, the

~

is shown to

have made so much money from performing his religious
duties that he is

a~le

to invest in several

vehicles.

Not only was the money gained in a very unscrupulous
manner; the ne\'lly-formed enterprise soon forced other men
out of .business and brought misery, poverty, and starvation
to their families:
'VLas fiestas, las misas y los responsos dejaron al
senor cura las utilidades suficientes para comprarse
un camitn de transporte de carga y un autob~s para
pasajeros. 1
~
No dejare pelo de ac~mila -exclamaba el sacerdote
cada vez que los choferes le entregaban el dinero de
su nuevo negocio. Y, en realidad, no eran exageradas
sus afirmaciones. Poco a poco, caballos, mulas y
borric~s fueron QUeda ndo sin oficio ni beneficio, y el
buen numero de arrieros que hab{a a lo largo y a lo
ancho de toda l a comarca perdieron su trabaj o y fueron
presa de l as lamentaciones y de lo~recuerdos, mientras la pobreza y la angustia crec1an en sus hogares.
Probably the most vivid scene in Huasipungo takes
place when the Indian goes to inquire about a burial fee
for his wife .

~ne

priest is quick to point out tha t God

is more likely to hear the pra yers of those in the first
rorT of g raves in the cementery--the most expensive--than
those of the second and third:
I

-Ahora ••• Claro ••• Como tu te has portado siempre
servicial conmigo te voy a cobrar bar a tico. Defer encia ·q ue no h ago con nadie. Por l a misa, los responsos y el entierro en la primera,fila te cobrarfa solamente trienta y cinco sucres._, )Regalado! En l as tumbas de,la mitad, que c reo seran l a s que convengan, te
costarla veinticinco sucres.
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.
-lY ••• ?
-IAhl

~

En las Ultimas, donde solo habitan demonios,

cinco sucres. Cosa que no te aconsejarfa ni estando
loco. Preferible dejar a la longa sin sepultura. Pero
como es obra de caridad enterrar a los muertos, hay que
hacerlo.
Yet, when the Indian in turn bargains, the priest
replies in outraged indignation:
-"6Entrar al oielo al f{o? No faltaba otra cosa.
~Y si no me paga el indio aqu!" en la tierra quien le
saoa ala difunta de all' arriba?", pens6 el parrooo
verdaderamente indignado. Luego continu~:
-No se puede. Eso es una estupidez. Mezolar las
burdas transacciones terrenales con las cosas celestialea. \Dios mfol 4Qu& es lo que oigo? 'Qut ofensa
tratan de inferirte, Senor?
Alegr{a also shows the priest negociating the
question of burials

in~

perros hambrientos:

El cementerio era un ouadrllatero cerrado por una
pared de piedra, cercano a la capllla de la ossahacienda. Ten{a esa ubicaci~n para que el cura o su
enoargado pudiera cobrar faci1mente el dereoho de
entierro y vlgllar que nadia diera sepu1tura a sus
muertos sin pagar.
Alegr{a also touches briefly on this point in El
mundo !!. ancho

z.

a j eno :

Pero Nasha no estaba libra de enemigss, pues don
Gervasio Mestas la censuraba des de el pUlp! to. El
,.
se~or cura hab!a puesto una tienda que tenra una secoion
de botica y manifestaba que era un gran pecado creer
en la efioiencia de brebajes preparados con malas artes.
Of the two writers, Icaza most vividly portrays the
minor vices of the priest.

In Huairapamushoas he keeps

game cocks:
M(s que la chismograf~a del concubinato del sacer; 1a coleccfon
,
dote, al dueno
de la Providencia le intrigo
de aves de corral.
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/

-Y ses un parece es gallero.
/
/
-Un diablo, su mere~* - informo el cholo haciendose
cruce~ como beata.
-SJ....

sf: ..

/

-Con decirle que h asta cue.ndo e s ta diciendo la s anta
misa viva pendiente de los animales.
He also manages to place his relatives in political
office throughout the re3ion:
Las doe vacantes de la Providencia -tambi4ri fu: cancelado Victor Simb~a- se llena ron con doe cholos
1

~~;=~~= p~~a ~a ~~~i~~i~~~a~~rt~r~u~:i S~~u!~~ ~~!~
8

~epez

8

para la mayordom{a.

Furthermore, the cleric excludes no trick in bringing the people and their financi al contributions under his
influence.

To gain psycholos ical control of the Indians

the priest effects a miracle at the site of a sacred tree,
the Yatunyura:
-Un d~a les llev~ cuatro costales llenos de ob se-

i~!~~: ~a~a~~i~~a~ie~o!~~!it~s~~~o~~d~:t~~~~s~nmeda-

cuenta. Un bulto que escondi~ entre los aperos de
labranza que se arrlnconaban en el galpon donde dec~a
las ~isas.~ Ala noche •••
-•Durmio entre los indios?
-Dicen que se hizo-el enfermo, pes. Y a favor d~la
media noche y del sueno pesado de los ~una s arrastro
el fardo hasta el Yatunyura. Desemoaco al tanteo una
linda Mama Virgen y. le,Pusq entre l~s r a !Ces del 'rbol.
A los pecos draa. )Jesus! lAve Marfa!
-Surgio el milagro.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
I
'
-~Que
mas
quiso taita cura, pes! Enseg~dita, a
punta de mingas, levantt la capilla. Cobr~ los diezmos y primicias a los runas que nunca habran pagado.

*"su mere'" is the manner in which Indians of the
region express "Su merced" or "Your Grace," a term of
respect.
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-Negocio redondo.
-Y dicen que desde entonces todos le tuvieron por
santo.
-For santo.
-A1 ~amparo de la noche, de la mentira, del engano.
-De la clandestinidad.
Apparently, however, the village priest often does
not merit the blind trust which the Indians place in the
representative of the Church.

He may merely refuse to

intervene in problems between the Indians and the landholders, thereby leaving the former to the mercy (which is
seemingly not overabundant} of the latifundista.

Or worse,

he may willfully collaborate with the landholder in actual
exploitation.

Furthermore, as these authors show, the

priest may engage in money-making projects and outright
robbery of his own parishioners--Indians too ignorant or too
humble to realize what is taking place and to remedy the
situation.
It would be very difficult to measure the validity
of the accounts of the two authors.

Unlike problems of

land and race, no statistics can be complied or conjured
concerning the humanity and humility of the priest.

Their

portrayal may be a gross exagge.ration for purposes of
propaganda, or it may be a realistic picture of the
degeneration of the Latin American Church on the local
level.

At the least, reading the works of Alegr{a and

Icaza can illustrate some of the problems of the Church in
outlying areas and can explain to the North American reader
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not only the anti-clerical sentiment which often exists but
also the reasons behind the violence against the Church
which takes place durins moments of unrest and revolution
in Latin countries.
The 3reatest injustice on the part of the priest .
is shown in a simple scene in El mundo es ancho

z

ajeno

when Rosendo attempts to communicate to the priest some of
the profound feelings he has experienced:
/
••• Rosendo consideraba unicamente
la soledad que la
correspond(a. Cierta vez, plante6 el asun~o de la compa1i!a silenciosa al cura y 13ste le dijo: "tlC&'mo se te
ocurren esas cosas siendo un indio?", tal si a un indio
nose le pudieran ocurrir cosas ••••

The priest, supposed protector of and guide for the
indigenous mass in·the sierra, had forgotten that the
Indian was a human being.

CHAPTER IV

THE CHOLO
Nowhere is the process of racial and cultural
amalgamation between the Old and New Worlds more evident
than in the cholo or mestizo, the racial type produced
by the mixing of the Spaniards and Indians after the
Conquest.

Combining racial, cultural, and psychological

traits of both groups, he is truly the personification of
the

cul~ural

interchange which is still taking place, and

which will continue into the foreseeable future.
Although the cholo is often overlooked by historians and sociologists, one might well speculate that-because of his steady movement towards urban centers and
his high reproduction rate--he will play a more significant
role in education, labor, and politics in the years ahead.
Because of the paucity of existing material and because
/

of his greater participation in the national lives of Peru
and Ecuador, the study of the cholo is one of the most
significant aspects of the novels of Icaza and Alegrr;.
Vocabulary lists included in the four novels
define the cholo as "the mestizo ••• the proletarian group
of the city," and "halfbread {of mixed Indian and white
parentage)."

He has bean described as part of " ••• an

enormous rural middle class and the lower middle class
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proletariat situated halfway between the Indian and the
Spaniard. 11 75

That characteristic Which most greatly

separates the cholo from the Indian is his lack of ties to
a given plot of land and his status in the labor market as
a wage earner.

The Indian, in contrast, stays near his

huasipungo--the parcel of land which the hacendado provides
in return for his daily labor--and remains almost completely
outside the economic mainstream.76

Although the term

mestizo is used generally throughout Latin America, the
word cholo is used almost exclusively in the Andean region.
In Ecuador, however, it is necessary to differentiate

between the cholo who has stayed in the region of the
sierra and the montuvio or person of mixed blood who has
gone to the coastal region to seek his fortune on the
plantations or in the cities and ports.

The latter is the

more modern of the two; he has seen aspects of other worlds,
he is less bound by tradition, and he thus moves more
freely.

It is the cholo of the sierra who has greatest

contact with the Indian, and it is he upon whom the two
authors concentrate.

75claudio Esteva Fabregat, in a speech on Mestizaje
presented in the Segundas Jornadas Iberoamericanas in
Madrid, March 3-7, 1963.
76For the classic work on the Indian in Ecuador see
El indio ecuatoriano by P!o Jaramillo Alvarado (Quito:
Talleres Grlficos del Estado, 1936).

-
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Although the origin of the term cholo is rather
obscure, it was quickly adopted in numerous regions of

:

colonial society:
.~.the cholo proliferates in the cities of Alto
Peru; ••• he is called "cholo, 11 as Garcilaso de la Vega
notes, in a demeaning form derived i'rom the term "cholo"
which was used in Guatemala in the i'irst days of the
Conquest to designate woolly, ugly, dirty dogs. It
was later used in the srune dei'aming manner ~s with the
"chulo" i'rom the poorer section of' Madrid. 1·r

A most interesting description of the evolution of
the term mestizo and its connotations is provided by
Charles Gibson:
••• In the colonial period ~estizo" might be
synonymous with bastard or vagrant or outcast. In the
nineteenth century mestization was still ordinarily
viewed as a defect in the Latin American character.
But in various interpretations in more recent Latin
American thinking, mestization provides a nationalistic
ethos wholly §ompatible with the most advanced social
aspirations. 7

The lack of statistical material on the cholo is
best illustrated by the i'act that neither Thomas Lynn
Smith79 or John Van Dyke Saunders8° make any mention of
77Fausto Reinaga, El indio z el cholaje boliviano
(Proceso a Fernando nrez a; Medina) TLa Paz, Bolivia:
Ed{ciones-Piakk, l96~p:-11.
78 Charles Gibson, "Colonial Institutions and Contemporary Latin America~ Social and Cultural Lii'e," His~anic
American Historical Review, XLIII, (August, 1963), 3 B.
7 9Thomas Lynn Smith, Latin American Popul~tion
Studies (University of Florida Monographs, 8. Gainesville:
University of Florida Press, 1960).
80
John Van Dyke Saunders, The People of Ecuador, A
Demographic Analysis. Latin American MOnographs, 14.
(Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1960).
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him in their recent demographic studies or Latin America
and Ecuador.

The rew existing figures are sadly outdated.

For Ecuador most statistics are taken from the 1942
official estimate which showed mestizos or cholos accounting for some 41 percent of the total population. 81 The
/

rigures for Peru, derived rrom the Censo nacional de

,

poblacion

~

/

ocupacion

~

1940, list no whites, and thus

vary significantly from those typical of other references.
These estimate the number or whites as 12 percent and the
number of cholos as 33 percent of the total population in

Per~.8 2

Generally speaking, the countries of

Ecuador show almost the

s~e

Per~

and

percentage or persons of

mixed blood, the average being between

35 and 40 percent.

It is generally theorized, although dirficult to
substantiate, that the cholo will play an increasingly
/
vital role in the national lives of the countries of Peru

and Ecuador.

As John Halero Ferguson intimates:

Only mestizo Mexico has experienced disturbances
for social change which today convulse the Caribbean

81
,
~,
J. Gomez-Quinones (ed.}, Statistical Abstract Qt
Latin America (Los Angeles: Latin American Center,
trrilversity of California, 1965), p. 30.
82MOshe Y. Sachs (ed.), Worldmark Eneyclotedia of
the Nations, Americas(New York: Harper and Row, ~63),-

p:-"222.
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and which in a greater or lesser d~gree are altering
human relations in Latin America.8J
The history o£ the cholo dates from the time the
first Spaniards stumbled onto the Caribbean Islands.
Mestizaje, the £usion of the two races, was obviously most
prominent in those areas with large, sedentary indigenous
/

civilizations such as Peru and Ecuador.

In direct

contrast to the settlers of North America, the Iberians
~ed

with the natives with little or no hesitation.

The

reasons for the quickly-manifested miscegenation are many
and varied:
1. The mixed cultural and racial background of the
Spaniard who came to America.
2. The lack of Spanish women.
3. The existence- of factors lending prestige to the
union between the Indian woman and the Spaniard.
4. The offering of indigenous women of high social
standing in ordgp to cement relationships with
the conquerors. LJ..
5. The lack of racial prejudice.
6. The free customs. which existed among many of the
indigenous people.
1. The curiosity and attraction ~hich the Spaniards
caused among Indian women. 8 /

/
83John Halcro Ferguson, E1 eguilibrio racial en
America Latina (Buenos Aires: Ettrtorf.p.l trriiversitaria,'"
1963), p. 79. Because neither Alegrfa or Icaza directly
deals with this possibility, it can be speculated that
during the 1930's and 1940 1 s little of the potential
political power of the cholo was envisioned or exercised.

8~Fabregat, ~· cit.
85Mario Hern,ndez S~nchez-Barba, Historia universal
de Am~rica (Vol. I, 2 vols.; Madrid: Ediclones Guadarrama,
~63), p. 547.
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8. The existence of barragan(a or free union--

roughly translated as a regular union formed
without ghe consecration of the Catholic
Church. 8
9. The existence of native cultures worthy of
8
admiration such as the Aztec~ Maya~ and Inca. 7
The status of the mestizo under colonial rule
varied through the years.
period a great

pole~c

During the early colonial

had taken place in which the

question of enslaving the Indian was argued.

In spite of

the wishes of the conquistadores, the Castilian Crown was
sincere in its efforts to protect and Christianize the
natives. 88
Together with the social reasons for mestizaje
there existed a desire on the part of the Spanish monarchs
to form alliances with the various Indian groups.

Because

one of the most effective ways to do this was through
marriage of a Spaniard with the daughter of a prominent
Indian~ the Crown looked benevolently on such unions. 89

86Ciriaco Perez
/
Bustamante~ "El problema del m~stizaje en el XI Congreso Internacional de Ciencias Historicas
celebrado en Estocolmo~ 11 Revista de Indias, 81-82 (juliodiciembre, 1960), 18.
--87Lincoln Machado Ribas, Movimientos revolucionarios
en las colonias espanolas de Am~rlca (Buenos Aires:
Editorial Claridad; S.A., 1940)~ p. 106.

88Salvador Madariaga, E1 ~ del imperio es1anol
/
en
America (Buenos Aires: Editorial---swfamericana, 1959, pp.-

43-44.

89Beneyto Ptrez,

~· ~.,

p. 235.
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Early colonial society was so tolerant of the mixed-blood
off-spring, in fact, that if the father merely recognized
the child as his own, he was considered legitimate.
The rapid multiplication of casual or uninstitutionalized unions and the solidifying of social strata
caused the mestizo to be regarded later with disfavor.
Considered

~

inferior being and a social misfit, he was:

••• looked upon with suspicion and hostility ••• and
described ••• as undependable, as possessing the bad
characteristics of the Spaniard and the IndiaD as
lazy, a vagabond, unstable and untrustworthy.~~6
The cause of this change of attitude was probably the
fear that sectors of the "white" society experienced as
they saw the number of mestizos multiplying so rapidly.
According to one author, so great was their insecurity
that:
••• legislation was formulated which in general did
not favor mixed marriages and which prohibited extramarital unions between whites and Indian women and
Which brought about t~e separation of the European and
indigenous cultures.9
Extramarital unions became so common, however, that
ecclesiastical authorities began to clamour for their
recognition and formalization.

90

In addition, this group

.

Tannenbaum, 2£• cit., p. 43.

91

Richard Konetzke, "El mestizaje y su importancia
en el desarrollo de la poblacion
"" hispanoamericana durante
la epoca colonial," Revista de Indias, 23 (enero-marzo,

1946), 30-31.

--

.
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saw in such marriages a means of .facilitating "Christian
education and incorporation of the Indian into the mainstream of economic and cultural li.fe."92

Because so many

factors favored the mixing of the two groups, authorities
gave in to the inevitable and granted their recognition.
With time, a whole set of satiric or degrading terms
were bestowed on the cholos.

Such appellations as tente

~

el aire (suspended in the air), indicating the impossibility
of advancing toward the "white" group or retrogressing
toward the Indian one, became common.93
Because potential racial conflicts threatened the
newly formed national governments, a plan was devised by
which the situation could be brought under control.

An

exalted nationalism and a minimizing of class distinctions
produced a parallel blurring of color lines.

None of the

new governments recognized legal disabilities for the
mestizo as the colonial regime had.

Despite the abolition

of legal distinctions, however, various social and racial
ones remained.94

92Ibid.
9 3Leonard, 2£. cit • , p.

51.

94charles c. Griffith, "Ecomomic and Social Aspects
of the Era of the Spanish American Independence," Hls~anic
American Historical Review, XXIX (February, 1949), 17 •

Because of his uncertain, in between status, the
cholo formed, over the years, a unique complex.
sense, he is the personification of the

11

In a

cultural clashtt

which occurred when the white man began his colonization:
From his multiple wives, his nudity and his
primitive pleasures, they wanted to bring him to
rigid monoggmy, forced labor, modest dress, and a
single God.95
As one author points out, " ••• indeed, it is a bringing
together in the temple of history of the dissident
temperaments, dispositions, forms and ways of life •••• n96
As the cholo was usually the result of an unsanctioned union, and as his father was often unknown, the
half-breed was raised by his mother.

Although his back-

ground was essentially Indian, he often strove to align
himself with his father's group because of economic and
social advantages.97

As a result of this social

oscillation:
••• he grew up in a world of unstable values, where
his mother and father lived in different cultures, had
different standards of conduct, different notions of
good and right, and different basic loyalties. He had
no tradition, no invariable rules, no pla§e in the
community comparable with his ambitions.9
95Jos' P'rez Barradas, Los mestizos en Am~rica
(Madrid: Cultura Cl~sica y Moderna, 1948), P7 52.
96pic~n-Salas, 2£•

£!!., p. 25.

97Fabregat, ~· cit., p. 8.
98Tannenbaum, 2£..

£!!.. , P • 44.
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Terminology concerning racial groupings in Latin
America is a complicated matter.
is the best illustration.

The case of the cholo

Although the word was first

conceived as a racial definition, it later evolved into a
much broader concept.

The half-breed may truly be a racial

and social mixture of indigenous and Spanish elements,or
he may simply be an Indian who has assumed the attitudes
and cultural traits of the "white" group--he who leaves
the huasipungo with little regret and is attracted to
areas in which he can work on a daily wage system or can
do crafts work.

On the other hand, according to Wolf, the

offspring of a mixed union who attained a position of
wealth and standing could obtain a legal paper which
declared him "white 11 (que ~ tenga por blanco). 99
For the most part, however, the cholos were
"embodiments of all the interstitial human elements whose
social position made it impossible for them to join the
other two groupings. 11 100

All those individuals who were

unable to find a place in either the Indian or Spanish
communities became a part of this group.

99Eric R. Wolf, Sons of the Shaking Earth (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1959), p. 236.
lOOibid., pp. 236-237.
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The rural cholo (as distinguished from the montuvio,
or coastal cholo, in EcuadorlOl)is a versatile being.
Centuries of instability have taught him to live by his
quick mind and astuteness.

Those who own a small plot of

land often engage in a small craft or business.

They may

seek employment as construction workers, domestic servants,
or minor public officials.

They are, truly,

11

jacks-of-a.ll-

trades!'1:
In this way the body of the national troops are
recruited from among the cholos, that is, among the
mestizo who has left the rural area. The cholo
aspires to be overseer of the hacienda; herdsman or
cowboy; inspector of public works on the nearby highway; owner of a ceramic shop; wandering artisian; or
small businessman. In the city he will be a soldier,
policeman or government employee of low status.l02
The cholo is characterized by his individuality and
creativeness.

He is rootless and changeable--valuing the

manipulation of people and situations over working the
land.

Above all, he is an a ggressive, ruthless oppor-

tunist.l03
Because there exists little group loyalty, the cholo
exploits any situation in order to nget ahead '~ ~

Most

lOlFor the classic work on the montuvio, see Jos~ de
la Cuadra's book El montuvio ecuatoriano (Buenos Aires:
Ediciones I~an, 1937).
/

l02!ngel F. Rojas, La novela ecuatoriana (Mexico: Fonda
de Cultura Economica, 1948), p. 150.
103wolf, Q2•

£11.,

p. 239.
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often, the Indian is the object of his cruelty.

The

eaciques, or heads of Indian eommunities, were reputed in
the eolonial era to be the most heartless exploiters of
their own people--even more than the Spaniards!

From this

phenomenon the position of the cholo as mayordomo or
overseer on the rural estates was ~aturally derived. 1 04
As mayordomo, as a minor publie official, as an
army regular who mereilessly puts down an Indian rebellion
--the cholo is notorious as an exploiter of his own people
and of the Indian.
As Fried pointed out, the Indian community over the
years developed a complex of psyehological defense
mechanisms against the mestizo:
••• Psychologically, the community provided security
for the individual, giving him a strong focus of
identification. He did not resent or struggle against
his inferior status or his social isolation from the
Mestizo world. He adopted a submissive and dependent
attitude toward the powerful Mestizo and in return
reeeived the benefits of political nonresponsibility
and paternalistic protection. He clung tenaciously
to a distinctive costume and language (Quechua) and
was unaffected by the Mestizo's ridicule of his soeial
customs which involved extended d1b~ng feats and a
fondness for chewing coca leaves.
Despite the cholo 1 s exploitation of the Indian, there
exists a strange interdependence between the two groups:
10

4ntfrie, Q£• cit., p. 202.

l05Jacob Fried, "Aeeulturation and Mental Health
Among Indian Migrants in Peru," Culture and Mental Health
Cross-Cultural Studies, Marvin K. Opler \id.) (New York:
The Maemillan Company, 1959), p. 125.
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••• Indians must depend upon mestizo intermediaries
for protection and assistance, but they fear the
price they must pay for such favors. The fear of
exploitation is a typical theme. The term symbolizing
the uneasiness of the Indian before the mestizo is
called "capricio 11 • • • the capriciousness that gives
with one hand and takes with the other.
The Vicosino: a type of Indian is predisposed to
complaints, but always in terms of the petitioning
child before the all-powerful father figure of the
mestizo. Another aspect of the inferior status is
the avoidance of direct aggression against mestizos,
though powerfUl resentments at times find expression
in indirect ways: obstructionism, sullenness, or even
in verbal outbursts.l06
Alegr{a and {especially) Icaza are fascinated by
the cholo.

Each explores, through his respective novels,

the cholo's relationship both to the "white" latif'undista
and to the Indian.

The result is a shocking nightmare of

vicious emulation of the hacendado and unending cruelty
towards and exploitation of the Indian.
Of the various facets of the novels of Ciro Alegr~
and Jorge Icaza, their portrayal of the cholo is probably
the most interesting and original of all.

Each novelist

is aware of the social problem which the mestizo
constitutes.
In ~perros hambrientos, Ciro Alegr(a attempts to
show peasant life in the Andes by relating the adventures
and misfortunes of the dogs of the region.

Speaking of

106Jacob Fried, "Social Organization and Personal
Security in a Peruvian Hacienda Indian Community: Vicos,n
American Anthropologist, LXIV {1962), 779.
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heredity, the author exclaims that the dogs--like their
masters--are the result of many years of racial mixing:

.

No hablemos de ella.
del hombre peruano.
~Raza?

Tan mezclada como la

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

••• Esta especie de perro, , ala que se juzga desaparecida, seguramente late aun en el can de hoy, mestizo como su due~o, el hombre. Ancestros hisp~icos
y nativos se mezclaban en Wanka y Zambo, tal como en
el Sim~n Robles y toda la gente atravesada de esos
lados.
Later, Alegr!a points out the mixed racial background of
the inhabitants of the area:
••• Era un cholo cetrino, cuya faz de rasgos indios
estaba pulida por el torrente hisp~ico que se mezclabj en su ancestro. As!, no eran tan prominentes los
pomulos ni la boca, y ten!a la nariz ~s bien larga y
no quebrada.
One of the most prominent characteristics of the
cholo is that his origin is most uncertain.

As noted

before, he is often the child of an Indian mother and some
either

unkno~m

or unidentified white father:

Inquieto por turbia sospecha sobre el origen de
cholo ladino, Gabriel interrogo a quema ropa:
-~Y desde cu~ndo esta usted en esta casa?
-~esde stempre pes, patron. Aqu! dioen que nac{.
-~Aqu!? tY sus padres qui~nes son, d6nde est~;
-A caray •••dMis taitas? -murmur~ el cholo rasoandose la cabeza, en tono de quien se 1nterroga con rubor
y orgullo, a la vez. Hubiera querido eludir l a pregunta no obstante buscarla. Pero ••• Hizo una pausa.
Se acomod~ me1or en el asiento de monturas y costales.
d~nde ven!a? tQui~n era en realidad?
aque~

ene

The reader thus is led to sense the tragic emptiness of the
cholo who has little or no sense of origin or identity.
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In Huairapamushcas Icaza makes numerous references
to the evolutionary process of changing from Indian to
white characteristics which is taking place among the
cholos in the region:

••• En Rosa Cumba, la transformaci6n hac.la el tipo
cholo se acentuaba en la tela que sustitu!a a la
bayeta del foll6n, en los fustanes que sustituran a
los debajeros, en las peinetas, en las horquillas y en
los lazo~que sustituran a los nudos de los cordones •
••• Salome en cambio ••• no contenta con todos los progresos de sus hermanas, subrayaba con exagerado gusto
las modas de las se~oras y se~oritas que de tarde en
tarde pasaban por el pueblo a veranear en los lat1fund1os.
One of the most prominent features of the cholo, in fact,
is his desire to emulate the whites in all facets: speech,
manner, dress, attitudes, and customs.

The wedding of the

cholo Isidro Carl in Huairapamushhas is typical of such
imitation:
A los pocos d~as se realiz~ el matrimonio de Isidro
Cari. Frente al altar mayor endomingado de flores y
lucas, frente al sacrist~n vestido de monaguillo, frente al senor cura solemne y bisbiseante, los novios,
almidonados de importancia, con afan desmedido y grotesco por imitar a las damas y a los caballeros de la
capital que alguna vez pasaron por el pueblo, o a los
heroes -militares de toda graduaci6n- que admiraron en
fotograf!a de almanaque, se unieron para siempre.
~

By means of descriptive passages, Icaza satirizes
the cholo in Huasipungo, ridiculing those qualities which
he attempts to demonstrate--his personal success, Christianity, marital fidelity and personal hygiene:
Al cholo de tan altos quilates de teniente pol!tico,
de cantinero y de capataz, se le pod!a recomendar tam-
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/'

bien como buen cristiano -o~a misa entera los domingos,
cre{a en los sermones del se~r cura y en los milagros
de los santos-, como buen esposo -dos hijos de la chola
Juana, ninguna conc~bina de asiento entre el cholerfo,
apaciguaba sus diabolicos deseos con l as indias que
lograba atropellar por las cunetas-, y como gran sucio
-se mudaba cada mea de ropa interior y los pies le
ol!an a cuero podrido-.
As Eric Wolf points out, the two most prominent
characteristics of the cholo are likely to be his aggressiveness and his opportunism.

Through the years he has

learned to live by his wits, making the most of every
situation:
-N~

.,

vendra s con chirinchos a ~tima.hora. Siempre
quejandote, cojudo. Te han de decir, fmaric6n! Hasta
Taita Dios te ha de cast igar. Siempr e echando la
lagrima del miedo. Los cholos sin ~mparo, soliticos,
tenemos que ser machos, no temblar por pendejadas,
ganar l a vida como venga. Apura l a bestia que es
mejor.
One of the most common pos itions for the cholo in
the community is that of teniente pol!tico, a minor public
official acting mainly in his own interest and in that of
the hacendado.

Icaza shows that he ha s learned to imitate

the jargon of more important politicians very well:
El teni ente pol!tico siguib su argumentaci1>n en
tono de discurso. Aquello de "la tran~uilidad gener al",
a quello del 11 patriotismo", a quello de ' nuestros hombres", lo habr a aprendido en los peritidicos que revisaba de cuando en cuando -alcahueterra de la acci~n
de dietadores,gamon~les con disfraz constit ucional- • .
Nunca le fallo el metodo ••••
In this capacit y the cholo is also notorious for h is
embezzlement of public funds:

.·
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••• Una vez en el pueblo hac(a generalmente una
pequena estaci~n en la tienda del teniente pol!tico
-cholo de apergaminada robustez, que no desamparaba el
poncho, los zapatos de becerro sin lustrar, el sombrero capacho, el orgullo de haber edificado su casa a
fuerza de ahorrar honradamente las multas, los impuestos y las contribuciones fiscales que ca!an en la
tenencia pol!tica.
Not only does Jacinto Quintana, the local public
official in Huasipungo, exploit the community by stealing
hard-earned funds contributed by the Indians; his wife is
very adept at making money in shady dealings.

During the

road construction, Alfonso Pereira commissions her to
serve aguardiente, in this case an alcoholic mixture, to
the workers in order to keep them on the job.

In keeping

with the age-old tradition of cheating them in every way,
she mixes a brew of questionable ingredients:
El negocio fue para la mujer del teniente pol!tico.
,
Con el dinero que le adelanto don Alfonso despacho sin
demora dos arrieros y cinco mulas a tierra arriba en
busca de aguardiente y panelas. En cuanto el guarapo
para los indios ech6 en unos pondos olvida dos que
ten!a en el galpon del traspatio, buena dosis de agua,
dulce prieto, y orinas, carne podrida y zapatos viejos
del marido para la r~pida fermentacion del brebaje.
~

The cholo's wife reenforces her husband's treatment
of the Indians 1n her attitude toward them.

On one

occasion in Huairapamushcas Isidro Carl's wife finds out
that the Indians are praying to the Virgin tha t the flood
abate.

With indignant ire she exclaims:

-Ave Marfa. icomo se les ha de ocurrir semejante
cosa? Tienes no m's hijitico que decirle a taita cura.
iD6nde se ha visto? La Virgen es del pueblo. De nosotros la gente blanca. Los indios son aparte. Harina
de otro costal. Basta verles, pes ••••
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As the teniente polftico, the cholo is often in
charge of maintaining the public order and in presiding
over the administration of justice.

It soon becomes clear,

however, as shown in Huasipungo, that justice belongs only
to those who can buy it and that maintaining order means
carrying out the plans of the terrateniente as swiftly and
efficiently as possible:

.

/

-IQue carajo! Yo he sido nombrado para defender al
pueblo, a los se~ores del pueblo, a los hombres honrados del pueblo, no a los runas que quieren matar al
c~istiano.
Ya mismito se llevan toda esta porquer!a
~tida.

-Justicia, taitico.
-Y no vuelvan por aqu~ en manada porque les hago
dar bala hasta en la lengua.
-.rusticia, ·tai tico.
-lCriminales! Han querido acabar con nuestras mujeres, con nuestros guaguas •••
Fu6 entonces cuando los cholos creyeron oportuno
castigar el atrevimiento de mos comuneros, atacando en
masa, a patadas, a palazos y a pescozones. A los
comuneros,que, con resignaci~n sumisa y morbosa, se
dejaron maltratar mientras cargaban sus muertos y
hur~ por el carretero gritando:
-IJusticia, taiticooo!
In El mundo ~ ancho

:z.

a.1eno, Alegr!a shows many

,

similar scenes in the series of litigations between Alvaro
/_

Amenabar and the community of Rumi concerning property
rights.
Of the four books, the most significant portrayal
of the cholo is found in Huairapamushcas.

While in the

other three the authors have merely described briefly this
important social type, in the above-mentioned novel Icaza
has made a deep study of the mestizo: his origin, f a ctors
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contributing to his psychological makeup, his personal
characteristics, and his motives and role in his society.
Huairaprumushcas is the story of Pascual and Jacinto,
the mestizo children conceived by the Indian Juana when
she was sexually assaulted by the hacendado don Gabriel.
Because Juana marries an Indian, Pablo Tixi, soon thereafter, the children are raised by an Indian stepfather Who
violently resents their existence.

Unable to cope

psychologically with his resentment and frustration, Pablo
takes refuge in alcohol and in abusing the children's
mother:
-Suplique o no suplique la mujer, el borracho se
lanzaba a pegarla, a matarla. Los chicos entre tanto,
llenos de espanto y de l~grimas aprendiergp a refugi~rse
en los huecos que dormian los cuyes o atras del monton
de lena y bo~ga seca para la lumbre, desde donde
miraban sin aliento como el taita yatunyura - animal
perverse, omnipotente y descomunal- se complac~a en
estropear a la madre -regazo tibi~, pial dulce, ternura
de tetas jugosas-, desde donde oian complacidos los
lwmentos del ebrio al caer al suelo tronchado por el
cansancio, lleno de remordimiento ••••
Night after night the violent scene was repeated before
the terrified infants:
Pero hab~a neches -las m(s negras e incomprensibles
para la avidez subconsciente de los rapaces- en las
cuales el indio borracho al pegar transformaba la
colera en s'dica lujuria, y, con m~a de diablo atrevido
desgarraba los vestidos de la hembra hasta dejarla
desnuda.

........... .. ...... ....

La angustia que aprisionaba a los pequenos se
agigantaba entonces en c~rculos de odio rumargo, de
terror mudo, de temblor envidioso, profunda.

...
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..... .......... .... .........
No era posible creer. No. Hab{a que ocultar para
siempre en el olvido de la sangre y de los huesos
aquellas malditas escenas.
Driven to insanity by the situation, Pablo Tixi
~

decides to destroy the patron, the cause of his troubles.
~uana,

in an effort to frustrate the crime, warns people

at the hacienda of the planned attack, and Pablo is caught
and brutally beaten.

Returning from his flagellation,

Pablo is intent on seeking revenge from the causes of his
misery, the children.

An ideal opportunity arises one day

when he finds the mother away from the hut:
La sorpresa de Pascual y de ~acinto al sentirse
entre las manoa monstruosas y bajo el odio encendid9
de sangre en las pupilas del taita malo, no tuvo 11mites. No sab!an en realidad, si gritar, si pedir perd6n, si llorar, si burlarse. Algo espeso como el lodo
del p'ntano, amargo como el tallo de la verbena, angustioso como una pesadilla, les alelaba.

..... .......... .... . ... ... ..

Al especular con la angustia infantil, el indio
mir6 hacia el fog~n, donde las llamas crepitaban bajo
el asiento de una olla de barro, y robando el coraje y
la crueldad al mismo demonio,
con orgullo por donde
/
trataba de canalizar los mas negros fracasos de su
vida vergonzosa, absurda, miserable, contradictoria,
tom6 p~sadamente un leno encendido en la diestra, lo
levanto en alto cual tea vengadora, y, gesticula~do
como un poseso -pro,unda vivencia atavica-, grito:
-\Longos no mas son ••• Oholos rucut~shcas, carajo ••• !
Hijos de taita diablo blanco grande, tno? Con candela
de indio voy a quemar el hocico, voy a quemar el
shungo, voy a quemar las manoa, voy a quemar el
pishco, VOY- a quemar los ojos donde •••
En lo m~s vivo y crepitante de las llrumas -haz de
lena tierna, haz de dedos pequeiios, temblorosos,
crispados-, el indio yatunyura, enlpquecido como un
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borracho, reroz como un animal salvaje, m~ti~ las
manoa de los muchachos que tenran en la pupila a taita
diablo blanco grande.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Cuando volvi'o -no tenfa donde ir, no ten{a en donde
trabajar, todo le era hostil-, la india le habl~ en
voz baja, resentida y llorosa, los mellizos -extrana
venganza de au derrota- le ensefiaron calladamente las
manoa llenas de quem)duras y de ampollas, el p~ro
instintivamente meneo la cola, pero luego l adro al amo
cruel como si se tratara de un extrauo. A los pocos
d~as todo parec!a lejano y olvidado. So las llagas de
Pascual y Jacinto se aferraron y crecieron de pus en
las axilas, con dolores en las articulaciones, con angustia que profundiz6m~s la burl a y el odio secretes
hacia taita yatunyura en el alma infantil.
Aside rrom the brutality, the children begin to
form a vague idea that they are different from the other
members of the Indian community:
Por la actitud cobarde y t{mida que observaron los
mellizos en los padres, por los reproches sin esperanza y las quejas inGtiles que oyeron en aquella ~casi6n,
pudieron adivinar vagamente que hab!a alguien mas pederosa y cr~el que taita Pablo Tixi. Era taita diablo
grande. J. Qui~n ••• Qui6n ••• ? .Alguien que ten!a que ver
con ellos, con mam~ Juana , con l a tierra de la comarca,
con el cielo, con los runas. "Somas longos media
blanqui tos •••• 11 , pensaros recordando la afir~aci'6n de
las gentes del pueblo, y, desde entonces -cr~os de seis
anos-, compenetyados de amargo desprecio, se dieron a
la tarea de hufr al escondite m'as proximo del campo,
esquivando a las infernales bravatas de taita yatunyura.
Worse yet is the cruel teasing which Pablo and his
step-sons endure whenever they venture into the local village.

Oddly enough, their greatest tormenters are them-

selves cholos•

.

-lTus hijos son? -interrog6 una chola de anchos follones diri g i~ndose a Pablo Tixi, el cual se hizo el
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que no entend{a. Le pesaba los p[rpados y los labios
hinchados de la larga borrachera, le daba vueltas la
cabeza, se le contrfa doloresamente el corazon. Continuaron sin piedad los comentarios:
-Mudo creo que ha sido.
-No habla nada.
-No quiere contestar.
-tQue ha de dec~r pes, el pobre?
-El pobre shunsho.
-tTe hizo desQudiar la longa?
-Huevo de patr6n parece.
-De hombre blanco.
-Que mas se quieren los indios.
-Major que el guagua QUe le sali~ a la Esperanza
cuando pasaron los gringos.
-Ni comparaci6n.
-Pero el unito es mas.
-Mas ••••

What Ioaza has shown in Huairapamushcas is that,
from infancy, oholos are subjected to exclusion from the
Indian community, resentment (either psychological or
physical) from the Indian step-father, and taunts from
the cholo and white sectors of the community.

He is truly

a child without family and '\'Ti thout social identification.
Because of this, as he matures, he learns to steal, lie,
cheat, and exploit--merely to stay alive and to get ahead:
;"

••• mientras en un vertigo !ntimo de caras, de actitudes, de voces caai olvidados desde la infancia,
encontr6 el consejo taimado p ara rectifioar su odio al
due~o ilegal de las tierras de la comarca -valle, ladera y p~ramo-. Hab!a sacado de ~1 y del difunto, amo,
patrfin~grande, su merce, cuanto le rue posible -sangre
de orgullo y de verguenza, modelo de prosa, de crueldad y de poder, rater!as para el ahorro, casa, voracidad sobre los campos-.
The most common role for the cholo among twentieth
century writers is that of an exploiter of Indians.

His
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cruelty towards the natives is completely entwined with
his desire to advance socially and economically:
"Indio puerco. Ashco sarnoso. AdulO"'n. Donde le
agarre le debo la sangre. Sangre de runa, atatay.
Eso es lo que nos tiene jodidos. Le acabo CQmo al
otro. Taita Marcillo grande. 1~i enemigo. c! Enemigo?
A ellos es mas f~cil liquidarles para poder sobrevivir.
Si acabamos con los runas quedamos nosotros. ci Por que
no? Los de arriba hacen lo mismo con los que estamos
en la mitad. En la mitad ••• n, se dijo Isidro oteando
vagamente un porvenir mas seguro •••
4oooh!
•
jCorran, oarajo! Jcorran!
Icaza points out, however, that the cholo is also
quick to cheat the hacendado when the opportunity arises;
he has no loyalities whatsoever.

In Huairapamushcas

Isidro Cari finds himself working for a new, inexperienced
hacendado and is quick to take advantage of the situation.
The naivete of the newcomer all ows Cari to steal while
making transactions for the hacienda:
A los pocos d~.s desaparecieron los cerdos, e Isidro entreg~ a Gabriel el dinero que buenamente pudo
resbalar entre los escr~pulos y los temores del primer
atrevimiento, de la primera audaci a como socio clandestine en la herencia de don Manuel Pintado.
Isidro Carl, con hipocres~a sin l!mites, no cesaba
de explotar y de envolver enganos
"""" amente a Gabriel en
todos los negocios de l a hacienda. Su vie ja amb ici~n
de se~or l atifundista -ensanchar el pedazo de tierra
que le obsequio ant es de morir don Manuel Pintado- era
el motivo de tanta codicia.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

,.

•

En otra epoca aquel impulso, . a quella gana inexplicable, le hub i era dejado indiferente, pero en esos dfas,
con la oportunidad de un patr~n pendejo en la hacienda
-era su forma !ntima, subconsciente de juzgar a Gabriel-, sent~ase 1ntranquilo, nervioso. En su abandono,
en su ansia de ser alguien, los caminos de la duda le
multiplicaban.
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Despite such exploitation of the hacendado, the
cholo is always eager to display showy, superficial
courtesies in his presence:
Cuando el mayordomo se hal~ frente a los patrones
detuvo a raya su mula -complemento indispens able de su
figura, de su personalidad, de su machismo rumboso, de
sus males olores a bo~iga y cuero podrido- oblig~dola
a sentarse sobre sus patas traseras en ala rde de eficacia y de bravuconerra cholas. Y con hablar precipitado - tufillo a peras descompuestas por viejo chuchaqui de aguardiente puro,y chicha agria -, saludo:
-Buenas tardes nos de Dios, patroncitos.
~

What is worse, the cholo carries out the most
/

brutal and sadistic orders of the patron without ever
questioning his methods or motives:
~

-Los runas veran con sus propios ojos que el robo,
la pereza, la suoiedad, la falta de respeto a las cosas del amo, s~lo conducen a la sanci6n ejemplar, a1
castigo, a las torturas del l~tigo -anunc16 don Alfonso ante el Teniente Pol!tico, el cual se hallaba dispuesto a cumplir con toda precisi~n sus sagr ados deberes.
Icaza also shows that the cholo employs s adistic treatment
of the Indian as a means to gain the favor of the hacendado; with delight he recounts punishment formerly used:
Jodido y peligroso ••• Ladrones un diablo. Una vez,
cansados de tantas pendejadas de los roscas, lea colgames amarr~ndoles de los pulgares ••• Y les dejamos pes
as! todicita la neche en el galp6n del trapiche ••• Untindoles manteca en las pata~ para que los ratones lea
hagan chillar a mordiscos ••• INi por esas se compusieron! Vera, pa tr6n ••••
In El mundo ~ ancho ~ ajeno Alegrfa shows that the
presence of the patr6n merely stimulates the cholo mayordo~

to display gr eater sadism toward his subjects:
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.••• Mardoqueo11 f~ arrastrado hasta el eucalipto.
~Qu~ hago yo? , 11 yo no he hecho nada 11 , clamaba.
All! fu~ desnudado y amarrado de las muffecas al viejo
tronco, Ram6n, estimulado por ia presencia de su benefactor que miraba desde la puerta del esc~torio, quiso dar prueba de su gratitud y cogi6 el latigo. Y el
largo l~tigo de cuero ulul6 y estall~. Mardoqueo desgarr6, el aire con un clamoreante alarido:, el l~tigo
s i guio cayendo entre quejidos cada vez mas apagados
hasta que por fin, en medio de un silencio que petrificaba todas las cosas, s~lo se escuch6 el ruido sordo
de los golpes encarnizados e implacables ••••
11

The same type of beating takes place in Huairapamuschas:
-Para que el rosca no

pensar en el crimen
Aqu! mismo.
Desnud~ndole la espalda.

vuelva~a

1~ vamos a dar unos cincuenta latigos,

Cuelguenle de un

~rbol.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Bramaron los aciales sobre el yatunyura colgado
como un pelele. El lamento de las mujeres, las maldiciones de los flageladores, la queja estrangulada de
la victima, y el silbar de los aciales forjaron ese
ambiente de macabra angustia que destila la cruelda,d
humana. La obstinada conciencia de la v!ctima duro
pocos minutos.
The cruelty of the cholo is best exemplified during
the construction of the road in Huasipungo.

The mayordomo

is in charge of rounding up the Indians to bring them to
the project:
Eran los indios que iban a la minga de la limpia de
la quebrada grande - veinte o treinta sombras arreadas
como bestias por el acial del mayordomo.
Later, as the Indians begin to fall ill from the soroche
or mountain sickness, the cholo mayordomo devises a way to
cure them by alternately forcing them to run in circles and
by beating them:
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-Uuu. Entonces tienen que dejarle no m~s. Ordenado tiene el patr6n que ninguno de las roscas ~ se muava
de aquf.
-~ero parece que va a torcer el pice, pas.
-tTorcer? Adefesio. Yo le he de curar no m~s -conclu~ Rodr!guez d~ndose importancia.
-iDel soroohe?
-Claro. Aqu! tango el acial que es taita y mam~
para las enfermedades d' los runas -contest6 el cholo
tuerto exhibiendo con sadico orgullo el l~tigo que
colgaba de su mano.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Cuando todo estuvo a gusto y sabor del tuerto -el
indio medic desnudo, amarrado al tronco-, el acial
silbo como una· vibora varias veces sobre el enfermo,
el cual grit~:
-Taiticuuu.
Agotados de cansancio los enfermoa empezaron a caer
al suelo.
Pero el flagelador, fascinado -fascinaci~n de efimero poder- por la m~sica de au acial -sobre los pellejos secos de borrego unas veces, sobre la carne
desnuda de las piernas o de la cara de los indios
,
otras, en el aire de cuando en cuando- redoblo la
fuerza de su brazo.
~ooh!
•
-JCorran, carajo! ICorran!
~

So frustrated is the cholo when he is unable to force
Indians consumed by fever and infection to work on the
project that his only recourse is greater sadism and
cruelty:
A los tres d!B,s de aquello, Chiliquinga quiso levantarse. Se movi~ con enorme pesadez. Dos, tres
veces. Luego, ante el fracaso de la voluntad, se qued~
tendido en el suelo, quaj~dose como un borracho. Y
cuanqo lleg6 al capataz la eficacia del acial fue nula.
-ICarajo! Hay que ver lo que tiene est~indio
pendejo. Indio vago. De vago no mas esta as!. Se
hace ••• se haca ••• -grit6 el tuerto Rodr!guez tratando
de justifioar su crueldad con el herido- latigazos,
patadas que nada conseguieron.
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The cholo is often drafted into the army.

This

force, instead of protecting the country, occupies itself
with suppressing the Indians and putting down rebellions-in other words, it acts as an indispensable arm of the
power of the gamonal.

The Indians on the latifundia of

Alfonso Pereira are so desperate with hunger and with the
/
The patron

loss of their huasipungos that they rebel.

immediately sends for the federal troops which deal with
the natives mercilessly:
•

I

-1PUchica! La di. Co~o no hay pendejadas.
-Pero remordido me quedo el alarido del runa en
la san&re.
,
-As~mismo as al principio.
Despues uno sa acostumbra.
-Se ·acostumbra...
,
En efecto, la furia victoriosa enardecio la crueldad de los soldados. Cazaron y mataron a los rebeldes
con la misma diligencia, con el mismo impudor y precipitaciSn con el cual hubieran aplastado biehos venenosos. \Qu,mueran todos! s!. Los pequenos que se
hab!an refugiado con algunas mujeres bajo el follaje
que inclinaba sus r~as sobre el agua lodosa de una
charca, cayeron tambi'n bajo el golpe inclemente de
una rafaga de ametralladora.
Alegrfa also depicts a similar scene in which the
Indians of the community of Rumi have been forced from
~

/

their lands twice by the greedy landowner Alvaro Amenabar.
Visions of slavery in a mine which the hacendado wishes to
exploit and of their fields left unproductive and overgrown with weeds cause the villagers to rise up against
the troops sent by the regional governor.

Their outdated

rifles are, of course, no match for the powerful Mausers
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and machine guns of the soldiers.

Men , women, and

children die defending their property and lives from a
voracious power structure--of which the cholo army regular
is an exploited tool.
In Huasipungo Icaza best succeeds in expressing the
pent-up hate on the part of the Indians for the ruthless
cholos.

In a surge of desperate fury, the Indians rebel

against the landowner and his forces.

By

accident, they

come across the mayordomo, who for once finds himself at
~

the mercy of his former underlings.

The latter in that

moment seek revenge for the many years of torture and
sadism which the cholo has given them:
••• Con cojera que parec!a apoyarse en los muletos
de una furia enloquecida , Andr~s se lanz~ sobre,el
cholo, y, con diab6lica fuerza y violencia firmo la
cancelaci~n de toda au venganza sobre la cabeza de la
aturdida autorida~con un grueso garrote de eucalipto.
Con un carajo cayo el cholo y de inmediato quiso levanterae apoyando las manos en el suelo.
-IMaldituuu! -bufaron en coro los indios con s atisfacci~n de haber aplastado a un piojo que lea ven!a
chupando la sangre desde siempre.
What Icaza and, to a lesser degree, Alegr!a have
done is to study the cholo: his background, the f actors
contributing to his defensive and often aggressive, nature,
his personal characteristics, and his rela tion to both the
hacendado and the Indian.

Unlike the portrayal of the

landowner and the village priest, the authors• description
is less denunciatory.

The a buses of the cholo are vividly

related, but the writers also seem concerned with familiar-
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izing the reading public with the social problem the
individual of mixed blood may represent in numerous rural
villages of the sierra.

Instead of fulfilling the ideal

role of serving as a link between the strictly European
or white and the indigenous cultures, the cholo has
ststematically exploited the Indian, denied any potential
cultural or social value of the mestizo group, and
emulated and, at the same time, despised the hacendado
with whom he attempts to align himself.

The two authors

are not advocating the elimination or curbing of the powers
of the cholo (as they do with the hacendado and the village
priest) but are stressing that such conduct on the part of
the person of mixed blood aggravates t he already difficult
social and racial relations between Indian and white
groups and negates the possibility of a society in which
all three elements work towards a harmonious--although
heterogeneous--nation.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
To understand the novel of social protest of Latin
America--as are these works by Alegr!a and Icaza--in depth
and to be familiar with its evolution, one must survey the
general atmosphere affecting writers all over the world
during this period (1900-194o).
Mention has already been made of the profound changes
which the peoples of the world were undergoing.

The Russian

Revolution, the First World War, and the Depression of 1929
affected the turn of historical events while naturalism,
Freudianism, nationalism,and socialism modified the patterns
of thought of men everywhere.
dramatic events took place:

In Latin America, three
the War of the Pacific, the

Mexican Revolution, and the War of the Chaco.
These armed conflicts, especially the War of the
Pacific, caused young writers and intellectuals in PerG
and Ecuador to turn to a self-examination of their own
countries:

Why, in reality, had the wars taken place?

And what of the thousands of Indians who served as "cannon
fodder" to further the plans of unscrupulous, uncaring
manipulators who ruled their respective countries?

What

were the underlying causes of so much suffering?
Such thinking on the part of young authors was quite
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prevalent during this period;

as part of the intelligentsia

of their respective countries, Icaza and Alegr{a could
hardly help but be confronted by the new social trends.
Authors in Mexico and Russia described and discussed the
problems of revolution and the forging of new societies,
while the so-called umuckra.kers 11 of the United States
criticized corporations, corruption, poverty,and social
ills.

Everywhere a spirit of examination and denunciation

of the old social order was emerging.
There is much similarity in the motivitation of the
two authors.

Primarily they are concerned with creating a

tool of social change.

While Alegr!a employs an t~nstru

mental art, 11 that is, he communicates his criticisms under
a veil of artistic language and images, Icaza bursts forth
with an account of brutality, deprivation, and corruption,
Whatever the manner of the artist, however, both demonstrate
similar characteristics:

exaggeration, cruelty, individual

and group corruption, critical spirit, denunciatory tone,
realism, and contact with the population and its problems.
Above all, a feeling of pessimism pervades the novels: the
Indians perish--under the patr6n's whip, because of natural
calamities, or under the machine gun fire of national
troops.

A sense of hope or optimism is conspicuously

lacking--not only in the Indian characters portrayed but in
the authors themselves.
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As the reader explores the writings of Alegr{a and
Icaza, he becomes increasingly aware that their criticisms
are aimed at three principal groups:

the hacendado or

landowner, the village priest and the cholo or person of
mixed blood.

For the writers, they are the "bloody

trinity"--exploiters or instruments of exploitation of the
Indian.
It is the landowner who receives equally harsh
criticism from both authors.

As with most "social protest"

writers from the Andean region, the hacendado is most
frequently their common target.

The landowner is the
/

epitome of the social ills of Peru and Ecuador.

or

Criticism

him is strident, unslacking, and many-faceted.

Above

all, his power is difficult to challenge; his alliance with
ruling groups, politicians, military men, and important
Church officials--the national "power structure"--reaches
into all parts of the country.
For Icaza and Alegr~, the landowner is not only
devoid of compassion and human feelings for his Indian
subjects, he is guilty of many other crimes.

The general

philosophy of the landowner is, from their point of view,
corrupt.

The hacendado desires as much land as possi ble--

for land is still the basic form of wealth in Latin
American society.

What income he gains from his tract s is

used to finance his own extravagance and pleasure.

On the
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other hand, he is devoid of a telluric sentiment or
strong attachment to the land.

Acres may be left

uncultivated and uncared for.
Worse, however, is the haeendado's treatment of the
Indian.

Inherent to the relationship of the two are the

former's belief that the Indian is basically inferior and
the latter's passivity and meekness in the face of abuse
and exploitation.

At the least, the essentials of life--

food, clothing, and shelter--are denied the native.

The

results are his physical and psychological degeneration.
In addition, the latifundista may actively oppose the
providing of medical, nutritional, or educational services
by other agencies or individuals.
Alegr~, in El mundo es ancho ~ ajeno, attempts to

demonstrate the truly noble telluric sentiment which the
Indians have for the land they till.

Ieaza also shows the

tenacity with which the huasipungueros stay on their small,
almost worthless (economically speaking) plots of earth in
the face of eviction by the hacendado.

Both writers decry

not only the taking away of the Indians' limited livelihood
but also the severing of this close tie with the mother
earth.
It is Ieaza who most vividly illustrates the effects
of so much exploitation and suffering.

To him the Indian

often exists on a near-animal level, degraded, exploited,
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ignorant and crude--displaying all the traits of
individual corruption. sexual deviance,and sadism.

For

both authors, the hacendado is the agent who reduces the
once-proud descendent of the Inca to the abject creature
he is today.
As previously noted, the authors vary somewhat in

the intensity with which they deal with the village priest.
For Alegr{a the priest stands neutral in the conflicts
between Indiana and the hacendado;

the cleric preaches

the traditional doctrine of patience, prayer and suffering
as a virtue.

Icaza, on the other hand, sees the priest as

the wolf rather than as the shepherd.
The Ecuadorian author is representative of a
violently anticlerical group which believes, however
exaggerated it may seem to the reader, that the Church is
a staunch ally of conservative forces in the country. On
the local level the priest is an outright collaborator
with the latifundiata.

In addition to his sexual

promiscuity, his engaging in money-making enterprises, and
his lack of attention to ecclesiastical duties, the priest
is so greedy that he bargains with the Indiana for the
cost of cemetery plots and for the fee for ringing the
funeral bells.
T.he Church has also utilized the blind faith of the
Indian to its own advantage.

The multiplication of
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celebrations and the use of pilgrimages, vivid symbols,
and dramatism

h~served

to strengthen control over the

masses:
The Church ••• did not fail to recognize this general
passion for pageantry which it shrewdly utilized to its
own advantage by sponsoring processions displaying ·the
richly clothed images and ornate symbols of the Faith
with all the pomp, splendor, and wealth at its command.
To the many holy days for this kind of observance were
added special occasions, such as cannonization of a
saint, the arrival of sacred relics, the investiture
of bishops, convent festivals for patron saints, and
the like. The revered treasures and trophies were then
brought forward to dazzle the eyes of the faithful and
to convey to their atmple minds the great Glory of God
and of His Church. 1
Worse yet, the village priest is often the active
opponent of social doctrines and movements which advocate
change of the status quo.

With vehemence he combats

public education, socialism, agrarian reform, and public
health advancements.

Through the pulpit and the

confessional, the clerics have established a most effective
control, especially over the mountainous sierra.
In political matters, such conservative or
reactionary forces may play a vital role.

In countries

such as ECuador where the clergy has suffrage privileges,
the Church can prove to be a formidable opponent:
The Constitution itself has worked in the
Conservatives' favour, since it grants the vote to
107 Leonard, 22• cit., p. 118 •
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women, so strongly under the influence of the Catholic
Church, and to the clergy •••• Long queues of priests
and nuns were a characteristic feature of recent
elections in Ecuador. They are well-disciplined cadres
which can be relied upon to do their duty in a country
which is otherwise so disorganized in the political
field. lOS
As new doctrines such as socialism or communism
gained adherents and as 20th century man has begun to
visualize existence on earth as more than a mere
preparation for the after-life, it would seem likely that
the local priests, especially those in outlying areas who
may be less subject to the influence of more enlightened
Church thinking, will be strident opponents of change.
Perhaps this is the same quality to which these writers
object so violently.

Their criticism, therefore, is not

anti-Catholic but anti-clerical.

Icaza presents no

argument with the Church itself but simply with its
representatives and the manner in which they use religion
rather than practice it.
As with the priest, in dealing with the cholo
Icaza explores more profoundly a problem to which Alegr!a
vaguely alludes.

Both demonstrate the cruelty of the

person of mixed blood toward the Indian and the
prostituting of his person before the hacendado.

It is up

l08Lii~ -Linke, Ecuador-Country of Contrasts
(third edition; London: Oxford University Press, 1960),
p.

4o.
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to Icaza, however, not only to illustrate the relationship
existing between the Indian and the cholo but also to
examine the origin o£ the problem.
In Huairapamushcas Icaza makes a true study of the

development o£ the cholo and of his problems and compiexes.
The undesired result of the rape of an Indian woman by the
hacendado, the cholo children are raised by their Indian
mother.

All during their childhood they are subject to

ostracism, ridicule, and even sadism by both Indian and
white groups.

In attempting to flee this situation, the

cholo will try to incorporate himself into "white" society
--often through exploitation of the Indian and subservience
to the hacendado.

The word "Huaira 11 is Quechua for the

evil spirit which floats on the winds.

In the title it

means children of the wind or the outsiders.
The transition from the cholo as merely one of
several character types--as in Huasipungo--to the
protagonist in Huairapamushcas is an interesting one.

In

the period of fourteen years Icaza has evolved from a novel
of violent social criticism to one of "novelistic
sociology."

While portraying the cholo who rejects his

Indian ancestry--the majority--Icaza hopes that a new, ideal
breed of cholos who are proud of their race will evolve •
.Of the three, the cholo is the most important
character.

This is due to two basic factors.

First, in
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the wake of changing times, the small ruling oligarchy in
Latin America will inevitably feel its strangle hold on the
country challenged by new, emerging groups.

Second, and

most important, in the cholo or mestizo is embodied the
future of the area.

The latter is being brought about by

the phenomenon of the "disappearing Indian.n
Inherent to the above-mentioned concept is the idea
that the cholo is replacing the Indian as the most important
group in these countries.

OVer the years statistics on

race would show that
During the last 75 years their [the Indians')
numbers have been declining, as compared with the total
population, while the mestizos have been increasing.
Whites and mestizos now coni89tute roughly 55 per cent
of the total population ••••
What is more important, the "take-over" has social and
political overtones:
As a liquidated Indian, the cholo holds the future
of the republic in his hands. The cholo, a fusion of
cultures, is inevitably replacing the Ecuadorian
Indian. Unlike the Indian, the cholo is not cut off
from "the national life:" as a limited participant in
the culture of the "whites," he is sensitive as the
Indian is not to his exclusion from a fuller part in
national government and politics. When the cholo
replaces the Indian as the typical member of Ecuador's
lower class ••• will tht QU1ing class be under compulsion
to institute reforms. 1
109Lyn s. Manduley, Peru (Washington, D.C.: Pan
American Union, 1958), pp. '7'=87
110
Blanksten, ~· ~., p. 177.
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One of the worst effects of the social system,
whatever the exact role of the three may be, is that of
the perpetuation of the Indians' plight.

As Franklin

points out:
Many of them are known as Indios ajenos and Indios
propios, and, in spite of legislation abolishing
peonage, still think of themselves as a slave race,
and are likely to do nothing about their condition
until they arise, now and then, in short, bitter
sometimes bloody, but seldom widespread revolts,
entirely pointless, and frequently the result of
drinking. These abortive revolts are expressions of
resentment against the overlord. They do not suggest
any other way of life than that they know. There is in
them no quality of hope, no thought of progress away
from the soil-bound economy which is the real
tyrant.lll
The outstanding features of the characters in the
novels of social protest are two: 1) people are either
good or bad--just as any given situation is black or
white;

2) The various characters, even the protagonist,

are merely symbols; there is no true individual
characterization.
It .was, then, the purpose of writers such as Jorge
Icaza and Ciro Alegr!a to portray the ills of their
respective countries in the most vivid manner possible.
Because problems such as anticlericalism, racial
discrimination, social inequality, and immorality can be

lllFranklin, .2P.•

•

£!.!:.., p. 79 •
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better illustrated by fiction than by statistical evidence,
the two chose the novel as their weapon.
The importance of these complex problems is just
as great today as when the works were written some twenty
years ago.

Adlai Stevenson, during his trip to Latin

America, warned that "a revolution of rising expectations"
was in the making.

An unparalleled population explosion,

growing middle class and urban groups, and agitation from
progressive, lertist or Communist groups are challenging
an antiquated social system which is apparently either
unwilling or unable to deal with the problems.

According

to one's personal point or view, Alegr{a amd Icaza may be
fomenters or social unrest or they may merely be the
prophets or an ensuing social struggle.
In whatever classirication or category they are
placed, the purposes and accomplishments or the two authors
are clear.

Using art as a weapon, without bothering with

a polished style or artistic values and without
revolutionary harangues and political cliches, Icaza and
Alegr{a provide the reader with a userul sociological
document.
Their goal or inrluencing people through their works
has not generally been reached.

Their novel or propaganda,

emphasizing social problems, denouncing national ills, and
advocating social rerorm has gone largely unnoticed in
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Per~

and Ecuador. The main reason is that both countries

have a very limited literate group.

Because of this, it

is very doubtful that the works have, in any way, helped
to alleviate social problems.
For those who do read and study the novels of Icaza
and Alegr{a, often people outside Latin America, a true
literary and social creation has been achieved. They are
works, the strength of which is not found in their literary
merits, but in their powerfUl social documentation.

~

arousing indignation in even the most detached or ob j ective
reader, the two authors have truly fulfilled their purpose.
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